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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Nature of the problem . The problem undertaken in this
dissertation is to determine whether the writings of Georges
Sorel express a unified and consistent social philosophy.
Organization of the dissertation . The organization of
the dissertation is based on the assumption that the life and
writings of Sorel may be divided into five distinct periods,
namely, the period prior to 1892 which is herein indicated as
fhis traditionalist period; the period beginning about 1893 in
which he was affiliated with the socialist movement; the period
of his syndicalist connections beginning about 1898; the period
beginning about 1910 in which he was associated with the monar-
chists who sought the return of the hereditary monarchy in
France; finally, the period beginning in 191^ characterized by a
revival of interest in the proletariat, particularly as related
to the success of the Bolshevik party in Russia in 1917.
Chapters three, four, five, six, and seven, are devoted
to an analysis of the forementioned periods in Sorel’ s life in-
cluding a brief summary of the main contentions in each chapter.
Chapter eight presents some general conclusions not included in
the final chapter yet of sufficient Interest to warrant their
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2inclusion in the dissertation. The final chapter comprises a
summary of the main arguments of the dissertation together with
a presentation of final conclusions.
Sources of data and method of procedure . The principal
sources of data consists of the writings of Sorel coupled with
that biographical material and those secondary sources which
appear pertinent to the problem.
The method of procedure is that of a comparative anal-
ysis of the writings of Sorel devoting special attention to
those statements which relate directly to the problem. Atten-
tion has also been given to those actions of Sorel that in any
way contribute to the problem and its solution.
Previous investigations . The work of Sorel has re-
ceived but scant attention In England and America with the re-
sult that neither a comprehensive biography nor a complete ex-
position of his theories has yet appeared in either of the two
countries. Such brief works as have appeared in English, treat
his theories principally in connection with his syndicalist
period rather than from the standpoint of his work as a whole,
thus failing to do justice to Sorel, the scope and erudition of
whose writings far exceeds that set forth in any one period of
his life. The most outstanding of these brief English versions
is probably that by Levine(l), the chief defect of which is its
failure to take into account the importance of the periods both
I. Levine, SF. See discussion of Sorel.
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prior to and following Sorel's syndicalist period. Of the
treatments by Neumann(2), Brooks(3), and Wagner(4), the first
of these, namely, that of Neumann, is by far the most compre-
hensive. In all of these however, there is barely a sketch of
Sorel's theories with chief emphasis devoted to his syndicalist
connections and theories pertaining thereto. Laidler's discus-
sion of Sorel, although briefer than the others mentioned, has
the merit of revealing the syndicalist background into which
Sorel entered and of showing his relationship to that back-
ground. (5) Two points of agreement are to be found in all of
these works. All the writers agree that Sorel s syndicalist
period was the most important of his life and that the only uni-
fying factor in his work is the moral factor without which his
work presents no unity whatever.
Several other English works that contain important mate-
rial on Sorel and in many ways are more adequate than those al-
ready mentioned are those by Ernest Dimnet(6), Roger Soltau(7),
3
2. Neumann, "Georges Sorel," ESS, Vol.XIV, 222-4.
3. Brooks, AS, 55,6.
4. Wagner, SR, 548-50. Sorel selections, 550-60.
5. Laidler, HST, 348-91.
6. Dimnet, FHA, section on Sorel.
7. Soltau, FPTNC, section on syndicalism.
Note:
For key to the book title abbreviations see bibliography
where the abbreviation accompanies the listing of the books.
Thus Soltau, FPTNC indicates Soltau' s work, French Political
Thought in the Nineteenth Century .
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Richard Dale Humphrey (8), and T.E. Hulme.(9) Dimnet's work is
a treatment concerning French political and cultural history
and in view of ite Roman Catholic point of view is particularly
I
interesting in its references to Sorel. Soltau's work deals
with the origins and growth of French political thought and in
the discussion of syndicalism in France gives an interesting
and scholarly view of the relations between Sorel and the syn-
dicalist movement as a whole. Dale s dissertation concerns it-
self with Sorel* s ant i-intellectualism in relation to his interjj
pretation of history and is one of the few English works that
deals with Sorel in a most thoroughgoing manner. The work is
not very comprehensive since it deals with only one phase of
Sorel* s thought. Finally, mention ought to be made of Hulme's
masterly translation of Sorel* s principal work and the only
/
work of his translated into English, namely. Reflexions sur la
violence . In this translation Mr. Hulrae has succeeded in con-
veying to the reader all of the caustic wit and bitter sarcasm
of Sorel' s jibes. This epigrammatic style, so characteristic
/
of Sorel, reached a climax in the Reflexions . and nothing has
been lost of it in translation.
In Italy the work of Sorel is much better known than in
England or America, indeed in some ways the Italians have shown
more appreciation of his work than his own countrymen. Sorel
4
8. Humphrey, GSIH(Ph.D. dissertation at Harvard. Permission
of author required for use of this.)
9. Hulme, RVGS. This translation does not contain the 1919
appendix "Pour Lenine" which Sorel added to the fourth
edition.
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was deeply interested in the progress of the workers movements
in Italy and wrote many articles for the Italian reviews and
socialist periodicals. Most of his works have been translated
into Italian and the strength of the syndicalist movement in
Italy assured him of a wide and sympathetic reading public.
The most significant Italian works on Sorel are those by the
following authors: Lanzillo(lO)
,
Prezzolini( 11)
,
Aquilanti( 12)
,
and Racca,.(l3) The first of these may be regarded as Italy's
official biographer of Sorel. Labriola and the young editor of
1 1 Avantl were among those who gave an enthusiastic welcome to
/
Sorel s Reflexions . The young editor was none other than
Benito Mussolini. So important was Sorel' s interest in the
Italian socialist movement that Johannet has remarked:
/ /Quelques-unes des pensees soreliennes les plus
drues, n'ont trouve^
. .
qu'une expression ltal-
ienne, et c'est souvent au seul public italien
que M. Sorel a reserve ses plus pre'cieuses con-
fidences. (l4)
In any case it is clear that Sorel's work met with a far more
enthusiastic welcome in Italy than in any other land, including
his own, and in terms of actual achievement it will be seen that
it was principally in Italy that Sorel's doctrines became the
basis for an entirely new social and political movement.
10. Lanzillo, Giorgio Sorel . 1910.
11. Prezzolini, La teorla sindacallsta . 1909.
12. Aquilanti, Giorgio Sorel . 1916.
13. Racca, Giorgio Sorel e 11 soclallsmo . 1902.
14. Johannet, II, 185.
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6Despite what has just been said concerning Italian in-
vestigations of Sorel's work, it was in France that the greatest
amount of literary interest in his work appeared, and it is to
France that one must turn to find the most significant treatises
concerning him. Of the briefer works the most important are
the studies by Johannet(l5) and Pirou. (16) As in the English
works, these two writers emphasize the moral aspect of Sorel's
theories, however, more attention is given to the sources of
Sorel's thought than in the English works. Both attempt to
sketch the development of Sorel's ideas and in view of the brev-
ity of the treatments this is adequately handled.
Of the longer and more thorough investigations of the
work of Sorel by French writers those of CheydleurC 17) and
Perrin(l8) are perhaps the most accurate and. impartial. The
former study traces the development of Sorel's thought through-
out the various periods of his life in much the same fashion as
M. Pirou but with greater wealth of detail including frequent
reference to the primary sources. M. Perrin does not treat the
developmental aspect of Sorel, but deals rather with the prin-
cipal ideas in his work. Both of these works are commendable
in that they give an adequate account of Sorel's doctrines withT
out recourse to polemics for or against socialism or syndical-
/
15. Johannet. Itineraires d intellectuels. 1921.
16. Pirou. Georges Sorel. 1927.
/
17. Chevdleur. Evolution des doctrines de Georges Sorel. 1914.
18. Perrin. Les i&ees sociales de Georges Sorel. 1925.
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ism. Of the other more extended studies on Sorel, those by
Valois(l9), Bougle(20), Guy -Grand ( 21 ) , Serbos(22), Berth(23)
,
Ascoli(24), Ralea(25), and Angel(26), are the most interesting
and informative. The works by Berth and Valois are particularly
interesting in view of the fact that both men were very closely
associated with Sorel.
Of the numerous articles that have appeared in French
periodicals in connection with Sorel* s work it is extremely
difficult to give an adequate account in this brief introduc-
tion. However, because of the different points of view which
they represent, the following deserve mention. The article by
Paul Bonte in the 1920 February issue of the Revue des leunes
entitled, "Les sympathies catholiques de Georges Sorel." Also
from the religious point of view and equally interesting is the
/
article by H. du Passage in the Jesuit Journal Etude for Jan-
uary, February, and March, 1913. This is essentially a Jesuit
appraisal of Sorel* s moral preoccupations with a criticism of
19. Valois, L* Homme qui vlent . 1906; La monarchle et la classe
ouvrl&re . 1909.
20. Bougie, Syndicalisms et democratle . 1908.
21. Guy-Grand, La ohllosoohle svndlcallste . 1911.
22. Serbos, Une philosophic de la production: le neo-marxlsme
syndic alist.e . 1913.
23. Berth, Guerre des Etats ou guerre des classes . 1924; La
fin d*une culture . 1927.
24. Ascoli, Georges Sorel . 1921.
25. Ralea, L*ld^e de revolution dans les doctrines sociallstes
26. Angel, Essals sur Georges Sorel . 1936.
Note;
Elsewhere the standard title abbreviations are used.
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8the radical groups through which he was working. Maletsky’s
article in l 1 Internationale communlste for March 1923, repre-
sents the communist critique of Sorel *s theories. Maurice
Spronk's article in Le Jorresoondant for Jan. 10, 1909, "L* esprit
nouveau des revolutionnaires . Un the^ricien du syndicalisms M.
Georges Sorel," not only contains some valuable material on the
syndicalist views of Sorel, but also presents a fine tribute to
his character.
Following his death in 1922 many articles appeared in
the French reviews and periodicals paying tribute to the life
and thought of Sorel. He was hailed by the press of the right
and left respectively, both claiming him as their own. Among
these many tributes paid him the following are valuable as
sources of material on Sorel as well as for the skilful manner
in which they sum up his life and theories. Tribute from the
extreme right was tendered by Georges Valois in his article
“Georges Sorel" in the monarchist Journal Action francaise for
September 1922 . The article appearing in the Vie ouvriere by
Robert Louzon in the same month represented the French working
class tribute to Sorel. Four more articles that appeared in the
September Journals for 1922 lauding Sorel* s work and presenting
interesting material on his life and thought are, “Souvenirs de
Georges Sorel" by his historian brother, Albert-Emile, which
appeared in Echo de Paris : Paul Souday's article “Les livres:
Georges Sorel" in Le temps : Jean Variot’s article in Eclair .
"Quelques souvenirs, le pere Sorel;" and an article by the same
writer in Revue unlverselle . "Georges Sorel."
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Two other articles deserving of mention are, the art-
icle in Humanlte for March 1922, "Chez Georges Sorel" by Lecache
which was written some months previous to the death of Sorel
and is of special interest in view of Sorel' s frequent critic-
ism of the socialist publication during his lifetime. The sec-
ond article has already been mentioned, namely, Soltau' s treat-
ment of Sorel in his book French Political Thought in the Nine -
teenth Century . This is mentioned again because the section on
Sorel and syndicalism can be read wholly apart from the rest of
the book insofar as one is interested only in Sorel. This is
undoubtedly one of the finest short treatments of Sorel in any
language. ( 27)
Sorel’ s work was little known in Germany in his own day
nor has it succeeded in gaining wider esteem in recent years.
In view of the fact that Germany's socialist tradition was root-
ed in Marx and his German followers and interpreters it seems
quite natural that Sorel' s thought did not penetrate there.
Besides, the Marxian school from the time of Marx himself has
never held the more utopian French social thinkers in very high
esteem. Two German works of recent years deserve mention how-
ever as late German attempts to introduce Sorel in that land,
namely, the books of Niederreuther(2 8) and Freund. (29) Neither
work however, does full Justice to the many-sided thought of
Sorel.
27. Complete list of articles on So’-el in bibliography.
28. Niederreuther, Georges Sorels Betrachtunaen liber die
Wlrtschaft . 1934.
29. Freund, Georges Sorel
_<jer revolutlonare Konservatlsmus
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ICHAPTER II
SOREL'S LIFE AND WORKS
His life . Georges Sorel was born at Cherbourg in 1847
and remained in Normandy throughout the years of his youth.
During this period he was greatly influenced by his mother, an
extremely pious woman, who Imparted to him a deep and lasting
concern for the moral aspect of things. This moral Interest
\
continued to play a dominant role in the life and thought of
Sorel and was, in part at least, the cornerstone of his social
philosophy. In regard to his family background it is signifi-
ant that it was a mixture of middle class and working class
elements. Essentially a typical middle class French family,
the mother of Sorel was herself of working class stock.
At the age of sixteen he entered the Polytechnic School
which he attended for four years. Upon completion of his tech-
nical studies Sorel entered the civil service in the capacity
of an engineer in the Department of Highways and Bridges. Dur-
ing twenty-five years of service he was advanced to the position
of chief engineer and decorated with the cross of the Legion of
Honor. Partly as a result of his experiences in government
service there was engendered in him a new get of social attitudes
of such a nature that in 1892 he retired from government ser-
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vice to devote himself to the study of social problems upon
which he seems to have been reflecting for some time prior to
his actual retirement from his civil service duties. (l)
Sorel‘s new social sentiments inclined him towards soc-
ialism and for several years he contributed to Marxist period-
icals. However, his intellectual independence soon asserted it-
self and carried him beyond the intellectual confines of both
the orthodox and the revisionist schools of Marxist thought.
By 1897 he had ceased to write for the Marxist reviews
and periodicals and had begun to study social problems from a
point of view hostile to the socialist groups. As a result of
a study of the British labor movement he now came to believe
that the success of socialism depended on the autonomous devel-
opmsnt of trade unions or svndicats as they were called in
Fra ice. (2) Study of the French syndicats in the light of his
11
1. Graetan Pirou merely remarks that Sorel was over forty years
of age when he began to write on social problems. However,
at the time of his retirement, which is the real starting-
point of his social studies, Sorel was forty-five years old.
2. The term svndlcat in French is used in the same way as the
English word union . namely to designate an association of
workmen formed to protect the members against injustices im-
posed on them by their employers. On the other hand, the
term syndicalism involves a complete social philosophy not
to be associated with the simpler functions of either the
French syndicats or the British labor unions.
The English word syndicate has no special reference to labor
union activities and has no connection with the French word
svndicat as defined above.
It is for these reasons that the French form svndlcat is
maintained throughout the dissertation
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knowledge of the English labor unions, coupled with the influ-
ence of Fernand Pelloutler and the development of the Dreyfus
(3)
case convinced him of the correctness of his new ooint of view.
However, this new alignment, during which Sorel produced his
most original and most characteristic works and brought him into
the ranks of syndicalism in France, proved no more permanent
than his former socialist connections. It gradually became ob-
vious to Sorel that the rank and file of syndicalists were not
at all interested in any schemes for the moral regeneration of
society, but were looking for far more material rewards in the
immediate present. Thus by 1910 he was thoroughly disappointed
in his syndicalist alliance and withdrew his active support
from the movement.
Both as socialist and syndicalist Sorel had held the
bourgeoisie in the utmost contempt. (4) However, when Paul
Bourget attempted to give Sorel *s social philosophy a bourgeois
interpretation, Sorel proved to be ver*y sympathetic and laid
aside for the time being his former bias against this class. (5)
He joined in an attempt to unite the radical and the reactionary
3. Fernand Pelloutier (1867-1901) was a leader of French syn-
dicalism prior to Sorel' s entrance.
4. By bourgeoisie Sorel referred to that class in society that
profits from the control of the tools of production and
which employs workers to use the tools. There seems to be
no difference between Marx and Sorel on this point, indeed
Sorel probably obtained the definition from Marxian sources,
if not from Marx himself.
5. Bourget, La barricade. . 1910.
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anti-democrats and was on friendly terms with a group headed by
Charles Maurras which sought the restoration of the monarchy in
France. It was during this period that a strong nationalistic
bias appeared in Sorel's work. His connection with these reac-
tionary elements was of short duration however, so that by 1914-
his interest was again turning towards the proletariat.
The outbreak of the World War caused him deep discour-
agement and renewed his contempt for the governing class. He
characterized the democratic sentiments of the allies as a
"hypocritical cloak covering ugly plutocratic realities," ar-
guing that the soldier participants were but the dupes of the
dark machinations of bourgeois commercialism. ( 6)
The sudden rise to power of the Bolsheviks in Russia
renewed his hopes, but with characteristic pessimism he was in
doubt as to whether the new regime could survive. Sorel died
in 1922 before the complete consolidation of the new Soviet re-
gime took place.
His writings . Pirou has justly called attention to the
three most formidable difficulties that lie in the path of
Sorel's readers. ( 7) First there is the tremendous amount of his
works. He contributed to some twenty-five reviews and periodi-
cals during his lifetime, wrote many prefaces and commentaries,
and produced some fifteen volumes of which a few are however
6, Pirou, CrS, 48.
7. G-S, 5.
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merely collections of articles that had formerly appeared in
the periodicals and reviews. Second, it is to he regretted
that in many cases his articles are mere fragmentary comments
which can only be fitted into the general scheme of his thought
with great difficulty. Finally, his most friendly critics
cannot but agree concerning the obscurity of his writing. His
arguments are never direct and pointed, but always circuitous
and diffuse, nor was his most famous work an exception. Sorel
has excused the formal defects of his work by pointing out that
(8)
the rules of the art of writing never interested him very much.
With characteristic irony he argued that for the most part
rules in the art of writing were designed to enable students to
absorb a vast amount of information in as brief a span as pos-
sible. In the same ironical spirit he said that his works were
designed to provoke thought rather than to gain mere banal ap-
probation. Many readers of Sorel have agreed that there is in-
deed a stimulating quality in his works that is frequently
lacking in more orderly writings.
Two further difficulties in Sorel' s writings are to be
encountered in the diverse topics on which he wrote and in the
lack of a systematic exposition of his theories. Ranging over
the fields of philosophy, sociology, religion, history, eco-
nomics, and politics, as well as the technical branches of his
professional field, Sorel shows a tremendous insight and rare
erudition. However, one must gather together from diverse
8. Sorel, RV, 7.
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sources a great deal of material before it is possible to get
his complete view of any subject. At times he dismissed a sub-
ject with but a few passing remarks, on the other hand he some-
times devoted long sections to the same problem yet failed to
achieve the insight displayed in some brief remark elsewhere in
his works. Thus Socrates, Plato, Kant, Hegel, Proudhon, Marx,
Hartmann, Nietzsche, and many others are treated; sometimes
with a mere passing remark, at other times with the greatest
detail revealing his wide knowledge of the detailed systems of
such thinkers. It is, in part at least, this lack of systemat-
ic discussion that gave rise to the problem of this disserta-
tion.
Sorel's most original and most widely read work is his
Reflexions sur la vlolence C 1908) . Of his other books the fol-
lowing are perhaps the most important to an understanding of
his theories: Le oroces de Socrate C 1889) : L/avenlr soclallste
des svndlcats (l898)
;
Introduction a l'economie moderne (l9Q5)
;
\
La rulne du monde antique ! 1898) : Le svsteme hlstorloue de Renan
C 1906) ; Les illusions du orogres ( 1908) : La decomposition du
marxlsme C 1908) r Materiaux d'une theorie du proletariat l 1919)
:
/
and of course the Reflexions .
Among the prefaces the following are the most Important:
Preface to Labrlola‘s Essals sur la conception materlallste de
1* his to Ire C 1897) : Colajanni's Le socialisms ^ 1900) : Oatti's
Le soclallsme et l 1 agriculture ( 1902) : Labriola's Karl Marx (1910)
and Seligman's L 1 interpretation economique de ^hlstolreCigil )
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Among his numerous articles the following have special
merit in that they reveal essential features of his thought as
a whole: "La religion d' aujourd' hui; " "La science dans l'educa-
tion;" "Les sentiments sociaux; " "L'essai sur la philosophie de
Proudhon;" "Le syndicalisms revolutionnaire ; " "La science et la
morale;" "Les facteurs moraux de l' evolution; " "L'ethique du
socialisme;" "J.J. Rousseau;" "L' evolution cre'atrice."
The social philosophy of Sorel developed from the most
diverse sources. In economics and sociology the influence of
Marx and Proudhon was strongest, although the influence of Croce,
Labrlola, Bernstein, de Rousiers, and Le Play, may be seen. In
philosophy the pessimism of Hartmann and Nietzsche, Bergson’s
intuitionism, the mysticism and pragmatism of William James, all
may be seen incorporated in his work.. In the field of history
Marx, Renan, the Bible, the church fathers, and church history,
all played an important role in his thinking, particularly the
latter. In church history Sorel found many analogies with the
modern world and its problems. Besides the above he was well
aware of the main currents of nineteenth and early twentieth
century thought. Finally, as observed above, the Influence of
his mother from whom he derived his fine moral sentiments. It
was out of this extremely diversified background that the
thought of Sorel developed.
Personal characteristics . Perhaps the most pronounced
feature of Sorel’ s personality is the fact that he was, as he
himself has expressed it, a 'self-taught man.’ The fact that
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the bulk of his social studies were carried on outside of the
regular university channels tended to give his work a unique
and distinctive character easily distinguishable from the work
of the professional scholar. There is a freshness and an
originality about his ideas and his manner of expressing them
that is quite frequently lacking in the works of the profession
al scholars.
Sorel held the professional scholars in as much con-
tempt as he did the bourgeoisie. However, although not a mem-
ber of the professional class of scholars, there is every in-
dication that he himself was an intellectual in the best sense
of the word. He was fundamentally a theoretician and the nat-
ure of his work such that it would have been better understood
in the college classroom than it was among the workers for whom
he wrote. His intellectual pursuits and interests were always
far removed from the fields of Interest among common men, and
usually far beyond their grasp. In his intensive studies in
philosophy, history, sociology, and economics; in his passion
for truth; in his desire to stimulate thought in others; in all
of these there is the mark of the scholar. Thus despite his
contempt for the professional scholar one cannot but conclude
that Sorel rightly belonged to that class himself.
17
There can be little doubt that Sorel was a man of deep
feeling often guided by his emotions, particularly when writing
of his friends or enemies. His veneration of Bergson and his
high regard for Pelloutier of whom he spoke feelingly, are
typical examples of his deep feeling for his friends. On the
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other hand, he was equally emotional in his outbursts when at-
tacking his enemies or critics. The following examples are typ-
ical of this aspect of his personality. Of Jaures, whomfe he
once admired, he said that his peasant duplicity might be com-
pared to "un merveilleux marchand de bestiaux. " ( 9) Zola he re-
j
garded as a small mind who spoke of the workers with the stupid-
ity of a police reporter. (10) Rouanet and Fournlere he mention-
ed as
"
Journalistes comme on en recontre par centaines, absolu-
ment depourvu de cultur et n'ayant de remarquable que leurs pre-
tentions. "( 11) Terms such as fool and blunderhead were very
prominent in his vocabulary.
Perrin has compared him to Socrates for whom Sorel him-
self lacked the traditional respect. Perrin says,
/
Ancien polytechnicien et ingenieur des ponts et
chausse'e. mathematicien et physicien de valeur, hist-
orien tres au courant des travaux d* erudition les
plus s^veres, f^amilier de l'economie politique dont
il connaissalt a fond les diverses doctrines, theolog-
ian et phllosophe rompu aux discussions ine'taphysiques
les plus abstraltes, il personnlfiait Jusque par son
aspect -- ne ressemblait-il pas a Socrate? -- le type
merae de 1* intellectuel. ( 12)
Johannet has also compared him to Socrates: "Comme beaucoup
de grands esprits, -- comme Socrate, qu'il abomlne, -- c’est
par la parole que M. Sorel a exerce le plus d’ influenee. " ( 13)
9. Sorel, RV, 108.
10.
,
Independence, 1911, 232.
11.
,
CON, 10.
12. Perrin, ISOS, 32.
13. Johannet, II, 179.
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Soltau, quoting Maurice Reclus, pictures Sorel as far less pro-
vocative to his friends than the G-reek sage:
In a little shop off the Rue des Ecoles, every
Thursday, a small, neatly dressed old man, with a
considerable gift of the gab, put forwa.rd before
the habitues of the house the leading ideas whence
were to spring Bolshevism and Fascism. He was writ-
ing his name in the history of Europe, though we had
no idea of it, any more than he; but it did happen
that the part of the leader of the human crowd was
played at least once by a retired railroad engineer. ( 14)
Combining the various pictures of Sorel as drawn by the
literary artists, one gets the impression of a mild-mannered
man, quiet in his habits, who had an interesting manner of
speech that indicated his erudition and tended to lend some au-
thority to his words. A far different picture from the keen but
ferocious and truculent personality that appears in his writing.!
It would seem that much of the sarcastic wit and open contempt
that characterized his writing was wholly lacking in his social
personality.
The influence of Sorel . The direct influence of Sorel
in France, particularly among the workers, was very small indeed.
As a theoretician he was not in direct contact with the great
masses of workers who followed the more practical leaders. This
was especially true of the syndicalist movement in which there
was a sharp cleavage between the the theorists and the working
class leaders. (15) It was said that not half a dozen members
of the General Confederation of Labor, the French syndicalist
organization, had read Sorel' s Reflexions sur la violence .
14. Soltau, FPT , 444 , 5
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The direct influence of Sorel was probably more import-
ant during bis connections with the monarchist movement than dur
ing his socialist or syndicalist relationships. He was better
suited to the type of tactics employed by this group than that
of any of the others to which he belonged. Actually the monarch
ists had ceased to be a threat to France and the activities of
the group during the period of Sorel* s affiliation were for the
most part quite harmless; this consisted of newspaper propaganda
for the most part. Theoretical activities had replaced the
earlier militant tactics of the group and in theory Sorel was
supreme. In a later chapter it will be observed how Sorel gave
practical working class leaders, Laidler writes:
The theorists of revolutionary syndicalism may be
divided into two groups: members of the working class and
those completely identified with them, on the one hand, and
intellectual lets outside of the labor movement, on the other.
The most prominent in the former group were Fernand Pellout-
ier. . . Emile Pouget. . . V. Griffuelhes. . . Georges
Yvetot.
. .
Louis Niel and others, active members of the
Confederation.
. . .
These working class theorists . active
in the day-to-day struggle of the unions, were less inter-
ested in the mere speculative side of syndicalism, more in
the methods that should be adopted in the industrial strug-
gle if the revolution were to be brought about speedily.
The principal figures in the Intellectual group were Georges
Sorel, Hubert Lagardelle and Edouard Berth. Their organ was
Le Mouvement Soclaliste . founded in 1899 by Lagardelle, a
member of the socialist party. Sorel, Lagardelle and Eerth,
through Le Mouvement Soclaliste . endeavored to supply a phil-
osophic and sociological basis for syndicalism. (Laidler, HST,
377,8)
In every movement with which Sorel was connected this
same distinction may be observed, namely, that between the
practical realists and the theorists. Sorel was always
numbered among the latter both in his socialist and his syn-
dicalist relationships. Even among the monarchists whose
work was for the most part theoretical, Sorel appears to
have been far more a theorist than any other in the group.
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some Impetus to the declining monarchist organization, for the
present it is sufficient to note that his influence in this
group was decidedly more important than in the socialist or
syndicalist groups, by reason of the fact that theory was the
chief stock in trade of the monarchists during his stay with
them. It has even been stated that Sorel was unknown until
Paul Eourget dramatized his theories on behalf of the bour-
geois. ( 16 ) However, this is clearly an overstatement of the
fact that interest in Sorel’ s work certainly increased follow-
ing his connection with the nationalistic and monarchist group.
The indirect influence of Sorel was undoubtedly far
greater than his direct influence. Thus Ernest Pimnet, who
detested the whole revolutionary and liberalistic tradition in
France, goes so far as to say that provincialist literature, or
the theories of Sorel, had a profound effect on France which is
not generally realized because most people fail to take into
account the fact that while no single writer achieved the domi-
nant position of Rousseau at the end of the eighteenth century,
literature as a whole was far more effective in the early nine-
teenth century. ( 17)
The most important question concerning Sorel' s Indirect
influence is whether he was a revolutionary of the right or of
the left and which movement he influenced most. The question
has a heightened interest today since he has been identified
16. Passage, MF, 610.
17. Dimnet, FHA, 199.
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with the right as represented by Italian Fascism, and with the
left in the form of Russian Communism. In an earlier quotation
Reclus was reported as saying that Corel put forward the ideas
“whence were to spring Bolshevism and Fascism. “( 13) Lasserre
has said in the same vein:
/ II y a toutefois deux faits qui nous donnent a
refle'bhir. On nous rapporte que l'illustre promot-
eur du rlsoreimento de la^nation italienne salue
voluntiers en Sorel un maltre de sa Jeunesse, en la
doctrine de Sorel une inspiration plus ou moins
lointaine de son action. Et, d* autre part, on nous
assure que Sorel aurait eu comme second fils spirituel,
qui? Ldnine. Celuici n'a que je sache. Jamais declare
cette filiation. C'est Sorel lui-m£me qui s'est flatte/
de cette paternite. ( 19)
In regard to the relationship of Sorel to Italian
Fascism and to Mussolini in particular, Wagner has said the lat-
ter owes to Sorel his philosophy of action, adding with suppress-
ed humor that this after all is the most important aspect of
Fascist philosophy. ( 20) Mussolini has himself recognized this
relationship. When asked which influence had been most decisive
in his career, Nietzsche, Jaures, or Sorel, he replied.
. . .
Celle de Sorel. Pour moi, l'essentiel e'tait:
agir. Mais Je r^pete que c'est a G. Sorel que Je
dois le plus. C'^est le malt re du syndicalists qui,
par ses rudes theories sur^la tactique r^volution-
na^re, a contribue/ le plus "a former la discipline,
l'energie et la puissance des cohortes fascistes. (21)
This remark of Mussolini is all the more remarkable in view of
18. See p. 19.
19. Lasserre, G-STI, 13.
20. Wagner, SR, 550.
21. Pirou, GS, 53,4.
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the fact that his asm rise to power had been predicted by Sorel
in 1912. Variot relates that Sorel said of Mussolini at that
time:
Notre Mussolini n'est pas un socialiste ordinaire.
Croyez-moi: vous le verrez peut-etre un Jour a la tete
d'un bataillon sacre saluer de I'epee la banniere
italienne. C’est un Italien du XVe siecle, un condot-
tiere! On ne le salt pas encore, mais c’est le seul
homme energique capable de redresser les faiblesses du
gouvernement
.
( 22
)
Other Fascist commentators agree on the close relation-
ship between the work of Sorel and the Fascist doctrines. Thus
it
A
M. Suckert remarks. La nouvelle morale fasciste nait de la mor
ale sorellienne. . .'*(23) Ludovic Nadeau says, "Le fascisme
est une application, dans un cadre d' intense nat ionalisme, des
Reflexions sur la violence . "( 24) More practical proof of the
relationship may be found in the fact that Lanzlllo, official
biographer of Sorel as well as his Italian translator, became
one of Mussolini's lieutenants.
In the case of Lenin there is no such clear evidence
that he was influenced by Sorel. Paul Selppel, in an article
In Journal de Geneve in 1918, stated that Lenin and Trotsky
both studied Sorel*
s
works during their stay as exiles in
Switzerland and then applied his principles of violence upon
their return to Russia. Sorel himself however, denied this:
„
.
/
. .
. Je n ai aucune raison de supposer que Lenine ait pris
22. Pirou, GS, 33.
23.
24.
GS, 54.
GS, 54.f
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des idees dans mes livres. . ."(25) In these words of Sorel
there is also contained a refutation of Lasserre's remark;, as
already quoted, in which he accuses Sorel of claiming for him-
self the distinction of having influenced Lenin. The latter
has himself made reference to Sorel in a fashion that would seem
to indicate he did not regard Sorel* s work with much enthusiasm:
You are mistaken, M. Poincare^ the reception your
works have received proves that there are people
who can give thought to absurdity. To that class
belongs the notorious muddlehead, Georges Sorel. . .(26)
Nevertheless there is a close affinity between the two men
which will be observed in another connection in discussing the
final period of Sorel' s life. It is sufficient to note here
that the doctrine of working class supremacy and belief in vio-
lent methods was common to both thinkers. With Lenin however,
as with Mussolini, violence was not a theory, but a necessary
method in revolutionary tactics.
Quite apart from the question of Sorel 's influence, it
would be surorising if Sorel, Lenin, and Mussolini, did not have
much in common. They were all, in varying degrees, followers of
Marx and actively associated with the socialist movement in
their respective countries. Thus if one rejects Mussolini's
claims to a Marxist heritage, on grounds of desertion, one must
likewise reject the claims of Sorel whose intellectual forbears
were numerous and diverse. It is quite likely that Lenin would
have denounced both as traitors.
25. Sorel, RV, 442. (eighth edition)
26. Lenin, MEC, 249.
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In America and Spain the syndicalist doctrines were ac-
cepted in some degree, particularly in Spain. However, it
would appear that in both of these countries the syndicalist
doctrines were incorporated in too general a fashion to admit
of segregating that which was peculiar to Sorel. The most that
can be said is that such doctrines as were accepted by the
Spanish syndicalists and the Industrial Workers of the World in
America, were the product of a small group of men, the leaders
of syndicalism, among whom Sorel was pre-eminent. How much of
his particular theories actually became a part of the movement
as a whole however, is most difficult to determine.
Summary of the chanter . Summarizing the material in
this chapter on Sorel’ s life, the following would appear to be
most decisive in influencing the trend of his thought. In re-
gard to his family the three most important influences were the
moral influence of his mother, the middle class status of the
family, and the working class origin of his mother. The nature
of his profession is most important since many of the technical
economic studies of socialism have a peculiar appeal to the
mind of an engineer. Sorel* s independence of mind was no doubt
the fundamental factor in causing him to associate with whatever
group he pleased, and in accordance with his own beliefs. Such
independence was not suited to party loyalty. While frankly
recognizing the obscurity and diffuseness of his style one must
also recognize that in his writing there is an original and
stimulating quality. Although a self-taught man one cannot but
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recognize his wide erudition. The most important influences on
his thought seem to have been Marx and Proudhon in economics,
Hartmann, Nietzsche, Bergson, and William James, in philosophy,
and in history, Marx, Henan, the Bible, and the church fathers.
Professing contempt for the professional scholar, Sorel seems,
nevertheless, to have been a scholar himself and better suited
to enter the professional academic world than the field of labor
and political strife. It would also appear that he had very
little direct influence on the workers' movements of his day but
that he did influence many of his younger contemporaries in
their social and economic studies and actions. If one is to
Judge from recent developments then it would seem that the most
I
important influence of Sorel was that exerted on Mussolini as a
result of which the latter inaugurated Fascism in Italy. The
extension of il Duce's aims and methods to other parts of Eurooe
I
tends to increase the importance of Sorel in this connection.
i
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CHAPTER III
SOREL AS TRADITIONALIST
The period here characterized as traditionalist in the
life of Sorel is that prior to his Joining the French socialist
movement. This includes the whole of his life until about 1893.
However, it is only the latter part of this long period that is
of immediate interest, namely, the year 1899 in which he pub-
lished two of his earliest works. It is al s o to be observed
that by traditionalist it is not at all intended to suggest that
ardent conservatism so often associated with the term, nor yet
a harking back to the past, also frequently Intended by this
term. What is intended is simply that Sorel' s thought as Judged
from two of his early works, is centered in classical studies
rather than in the field of contemporary social problems with
which his name is usually associated.
I. Contribution a 1* etude profane de la Bible . During
the years of his service as a governments Sorel seems to have
devoted much time to studies and reflections rather far removed
from his professional interests. Thus in 1899, three years
before his retirement from government service, he published two
works that were classical in content and at the same time so
designed as to shed light on contemporary problems. These two
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early works were Le procbs de Socrate and Contribution a 1* etude
profane de la Bible . In both of these one finds many indica-
tions of the road that Sorel was to travel in future studies,
and at the same time an expression of mild conservatism that
. .
was shortly to disappear from his work. 11)
The Contribution is chiefly of interest because it is
expressive of Sorel' s profound moral interests showing a con-
cern for moral issues for- moral issues that was to be carried
over into his later more radical periods. It is principally in
connection with moral issues that Sorel examines the Bible in
this work. In his opinion the Bible ought to serve for the in-
struction of the people in order to combat both a pernicious
utilitarianism and revolutionary ideas:
L* instruction du peuple est la grande preoccupa-
tion de notre societe contemporaine
.
On
^
voulu que
le peuple sut lire; on ne lui a pas donne / de Llvre .
Le Llvre du peuple existe; c'est la Bible.
La vulgarisation de la Bible est aujourd'hui une
question sociale.
La Bible est la seul livre qui pulsse servlr a
l' instruction du peuple, l'lnltler sa la vie heroiaue.
combattre les tendances deldVeres de l'utiiitarisme,
arret er la propagation de 1'idee revolutionnaire.
^L'utiiitarisme ronge la bourgeoisie autant que la
plebe. On a dit que les temps hbroloues son£ finis.
C'est pour les^ gastrol&tres triomphants qu'Esa^ie a
dit: 'Malheur a la superbe couronne des enivres
d' Ephraim'.
. .(2)
In the above quotation several significant aspects of
Sorel’ s later thought are here presaged. First, of course, is
his concern for the morals of the people. Second, his high
1. Sorel 's moral conservatism remained throughout his life but
in later works it is hidden in a chaos of Marxist militancy.
2. Sorel, Preface to CEB.
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regard for the Bible Is Interesting in view of his later critic-
ism of the church despite which he never lost his fundamental
respect for what he considered basic in religion. Third, the
emphasis on the heroic life is constantly met with in Sorel's
later work. It seems to have been this aspect of Nietzsche
that interested him most. His high regard for the ancient
Greek society was based on its heroic qualities of courage,
military achievements, and stern discipline, and one of his
chief criticisms of Socrates is that he was threatening the dis-
ruption of this society by his teachings .( 3)
Perhaps the most interesting of the remarks in the
above quotation is Sorel's rejection of revolutionary ideas.
i
If one had to characterize his traditionalist period by any
single idea, undoubtedly it would be in terms of this rejection
of what he was later to espouse with great ardor.
In this work both Renan and Proudhon are frequently
mentioned indicating that Sorel had already come under the in-
fluence of both. The latter he followed from this time on,
while of the former he became increasingly critical in regard
to his interpretations of church history.
It is in Sorel's other work of 1899 however, that one
I
finds both an expression of mild conservatism and at the same
time many indications of the more radical ideas that were to
come to fruition under the stimulus of modern political and
social issues.
3. Johannet, II, 196.

2. Le oroces de Socrate . The aim of this work is to
show that the Athenians were wholly justified in condeming
Socrates and that to make a martyr of him in the cause of lib-
erty is a grievous error. According to Sorel the accusers of
Socrates represented the moral conservatives who had good
reason for charging Socrates with menacing society by his new
doctrines:
Anytus et ses amis crurent, en frappant
x
Socrate,
frapper toutes les ecoles philosophiques, decourager
les novateurs et ^aire revivre les ldees des heros de
Marathon. Ils ont echoue; mais npus devons les Juger
avec d‘autant plus d * impart iallte que nous voyons, plus
clairement qu'eux, les consequences d^sastreuses des
nouvelles doctrines . (4)
From an analysis of the works of Aristophanes Sorel concluded
that the latter was perfectly justified in regarding the inno-
vations of the new moralists as extremely dangerous and deserv-
ing of criticism. Sorel was quite convinced that Socrates had
been put to death on account of his moral and political influ-
ence rather than because of his religious doctrines. In his
opinion this was perfectly Just since by his teachings and its
implications Socrates ridiculed paternal authority, the morals
of the times, and the democratic system of government. However,
above all, he was condemned because of a strong desire on the
part of the government to return to the heroic morality that
was being undermined by such teachers as Socrates and the Soph-
ists. Throughout this discussion of the issues involved in the
condemnation of Socrates one can detect the influence of
4. Sorel, PS, 13
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Proudhon. This is particularly evident at two points, namely,
in regard to the idea of the family as the basic unit in soc-
iety and in opposition to modernism. M. Pirou has indicated
that there are many points of resemblance between Proudhon and
Sorel, and even in this early work one can see evidences that
this is true. Pirou says,
/ / \
Souci de la chastete, conception grave et severe
de l' amour, attachement xa la famine; horreur de la
vie paresseuse et facile; exaltation du travail; con-
fiance en la valeur morale du proletariat; programme
de l' Education technico-professlonnelle, -- sur tous
ces points, les deux doctrines sont d’ accord. . .
Critique du regime capitaliste; mepris pour la bourge-
oisie; repudiation du socialisme communiste et utop-
iaue; affirmation de 1* impossibilit
e
/ d'une suppress-
ion complete de la libre concurrence; scepticisme Na 1'
e'gard de^L'Etat sous toutes ses formes, y compris la
forme democratique; negation de l'efficacite des ret
formes politiques; de'sir de sauvegarder dans le reg-
ime nouveau la liberte' individuelle la plus large,
sans tomber dans I’anarchie atomistique qui nie la
realite/ se L'Etre social; enfin et surtout^ adhesion
aux prinpipes f d'deralistes
,
toutes ces idees reprises,
developees par L’Ecole nouvelle etaient de'ja en germe
dans les oeuvres de Proudhon. (5)
A detailed examination of Le proces de Socrate reveals that it
contained much which Sorel was later to develop in fuller form.
The following are perhaps the most important of the germs of
his future thought.
Sorel* s moral preoccupations . As in Contribution the
moral Interest of Sorel is everywhere in evidence throughout
Le proces de Socrate . Most striking proof of this is to be
found in his crltiique of the Socratic ethic. As already in-
dicated, Sorel was convinced that the moral teaching of Socrates
5. Pirou, PSP, 391-3.
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was dangerous to the best interests of society. The reason for
this he believed to lie in the Soeratic conception of ethics.
!;
According to Sorel, the ethic of Socrates represented a confus-
ion of moral and of right, a confusion he attributed to the
j!
i: ancients as a whole. He argues that Socrates based his ethical
!j teaching on a judicial foundation rather than in the nature of
morality itself, thereby rendering moral precepts very feeble
indeed. (6) Furthermore, the ethic of Socrates, by its renun-
ciation of the body in the Interest of freedom, inspired the
Stoics whom Sorel regarded as “savants profonds et hypocrites."
In the life of Marcus Aurelius he saw a typical example of the
error of the Soeratic ethic; he failed miserably as a father
and Emperor, in Sorel' s opinion, because of his lack of energy
and his egotistical Stoicism. (7) He seems to regard the ethic
of both Socrates and the modern utilitarians as very similar,
both, in his opinion, concern themselves with ends rather than
I with morality itself. (8) Thus he charged that for Socrates
beauty was not to be considered for its own worth, but always
1 with an end in view. (9) Sorel himself regarded art as serving
a moral purpose. In all of this it is the moral preoccupations
of Sorel that are most evident, indicating that he was seeking
6. Sorel, PS, 224.
7.
,
PS, 293ff.
8.
,
PS, 317,18.
9.
,
PS, 313.
Note: Sorel seems to have based his Judgements about Socrates
largely on his study of Xenophon rather than on Plato
; although he was acquaint ed glth^the^ latter' s works.
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a moral basis for his social studies even at this early period.
Opposition to science. Sorel found in Socrates an
so much at science as such, but against a scientific attitude
that regards science as capable of solving all problems in the
world. Thus he condemned modern materialism as a typical ex-
ample of the wrong use of science. This phase of Sorel*
s
thought was later to be expressed far more vigorously when he
and! nineteenth centuries.
The myths of Plato
.
In view of Sorel* s own theory of
myths, the discussion of the place of myth in Plato has a sig-
i
nificant interest. He regarded the Platonic myths as natural
;! and valuable for ^lato in that they were a means of enabling
f the latter to express thoughts as a whole. (10) He observed
jj
that in economics and politics modems had not given up the
art of myth-making. Plato he excused on grounds of honesty,
noting that he frankly confessed myths to be mere approxima-
tions to truth and not truth itself,
II
ii and moderns contributed to his own theory of myths, cannot be
Judged with any degree of accuracy. Certainly his own theory
antagonism to science and in his own fashion
G-reek philosopher. Sorel* s opposition seems to be aimed not
came to question the wave of optimism that swept over Europe
following the rise of the practical sciences in the eighteenth
How far this recognition of the role of myths in Plato
;
; 10. Sorel, PS, 344ff
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Iwas not developed at this early period. However, it would
appear that he was already aware of the role of myths in some
j|
phases of social development which is perhaps sufficient to
establish a strong presumption that already the germ of the
later theory was present in his thought.
Pessimism in the Greeks . The most characteristic feat-
ure of Sorel s later thought is also indicated in this early
work, namely, his pessimism. He found in the Hellenic spirit
j
a quiet pessimism that contrasted with the confident optimism
of Socrates and the Sophists, an optimism severely criticized
by Sorel, both in its Socratic and modern forms. (ll) This was
a preview of the philosophy of pessimism expressed in his famous
letter to Daniel Halevy.
Morality and the family . In this work Sorel displays
a deep concern for the future of the family, as already noted
in reference to Proudhon. Sorel regarded the family as the
;
fundamental support of social and individual morality and in
i
his later works this high regard for the family Increases
rather than diminishes. Not the least of his argument on be-
half of the accusers of Socrates is based on the charge that
Socrates and the other innovators threatened to undermine the
family by teaching the youth of Athens doctrines that bred con-
si
i
tempt for parents and parental dignity.
11. Sorel, PS, 217; 219
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Anti -democracy . The violent ant i-democratic sentiments
expressed in Sorel's later periods of his life are not parallel-
ed in the Croces . Nevertheless, there is a very decided bias
expressed, nor is it confined to Greek political life. It is
undoubtedly to modem politics he referred when he wrote, "on
/
peut se deraander si les elections ne sont pas une partie de
roulette malhonnete ou banquiers et joueurs cherchent a tricher
\ qul mieux."(l2)
Opposition to the state . Both in regard to education
of youth and in control of production Sorel expressed, in this
early period, an opposition to the state that reminds one of
his militant anti-state utterances at a later date, particular-
/
ly in Reflexions . 'Thus he says of the state in regard to
education and industry, that it is quite as incapable in one
as in the other. ( 13) Of the state as a producer he says in
this work, "l"experience prouve que les erreurs, les malversa-
tions, le gasplllage, accompagnent toutes les entreprises de
L'Etat."(l4)
Class consciousness . Already in Proces one can detect
an inclination to recognize class division in the state as a
basic consideration in social problems, a consideration that
was to develop more extensively under the stimulus of Marxian
12. Sorel, PS, 186.
13.
14
.
.,
PS, 179,80; 192.
.,
PS, 184; 386.
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Ideas. Thus in the Proces he attacked the constitutional plu-
tocracy in which only the talented and the wealthy are reward-
ed. In such states he recognized the commercial element that
strikes morality to the heart, both in individuals and in the
body politic. In place of this he suggested a democracy based
on work rather than on talent or wealth. (15)
Recognition of force as a virtue . Although Sorel by no
.
means approximates the thoughts on violence that were to become
so prominent in his syndicalist period, nevertheless there is
an indication that he already had some ideas on the subject at
this time. Thus he expresses a high regard for the heroic
qualities in early Greek life and praises the Greeks for their
readiness to defend their country against foreigners. It has
been suggested by Cheydleur that Sorel had in mind the expert'
ences of Frenchmen after 1870 when he wrote:
Aristophane avait-il tort de regretter le relache-
ment de la discipline guerriere quelques annees
avant la ruine d'Athenes? Qu'un Anglais lui en
fasse un reproche, cela se comprend, car ces gens,
par principe, sont hostiles \ I’esprit militaire.
^Nous autres Fran£ais, nous ^avons malheureusement
a qoi m^nent les belles theories sentimentales
contre les pr^toriens et le caporalisme!
(
16 )
Summary of the chapter . Although many writers have
entirely overlooked this early period of Sorel* s life and
writing, herein named traditionalist, from the above survey it
would appear that it was most significant in two ways. First,
15. Sorel, PS, 210,11.
16.
,
PS, 44.
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Sorel reveals in it a deep concern for moral problems and ap-
pears to ground morality in terms of its own inherent value as
opposed to utilitarianism. There is some indication that he
realized something of the external forces affecting morals, how-
ever, his general position is apparently more concerned about
the belief that morality is its own arbiter regardless of ex-
ternal forces. Thus he conceived it possible for the Greeks to
return to the heroic days of what he considered to be a high
type of morality, regardless of external changes. Socrates he
believed guilty of corrupting the old moral forms and thus de-
serving of death. In his eyes, the Greek philosopher was not
representative of a new age, but simply one of a group of per-
verse individuals who by their propaganda sought to overthrow
the existent morality. Furthermore, in all of this Sorel re-
vealed a mild conservatism that prompted him to decry ideas of
revolution that he was later to espouse.
Second, contrary as it may appear, Sorel also revealed
at this time many tendencies of thought that were later to be
elaborated in more radical form in his social philosophy. Thesp
!; were, pessimism, opposition to democracy, interest in the myths
of Plato, opposition to broad interpretations of science, the
family as basic in morality, an antagonism towards the state,
class consciousness, and consideration of force as morally
justifiable. Furthermore, in much of this one can detect the
influence of Proudhon, particularly in regard to his views of
the family, the state, and class consciousness.
'.
,
‘
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CHAPTER IV
SOREL AS SOCIALIST
Factors contributing to Sorel* s socialist alliance .
Sorel did not merely drift into the socialist movement in
France. There were certain well defined traits and influences
that caused him to turn in the direction of the socialists and
assume the duties of defending and elaborating their theses.
I. Loral factors . Reference has already been made at
several points to Sorel* s deep moral convictions and it is not
at all surprising that his moral sentiments should play a part
in inclining him towards socialism.
That the moral life of France had seriously declined in
all its varied phases since the disaster of 1870 the majority
of historians agree. (l) The Panama fiasco and the Dreyfus case
are but two examples of political scandals that had revealed to
Frenchmen the shocking degeneracy of political life. While
Sorel never mentions any particular experience of his own in
connection with political corruption, nevertheless it is prob-
ably quite correct to assume that during his years as a govern-
I. For a review of the condition of French political life and
social morality during the lifetime of Sorel see Dimnet's
France Herself Again , section 2. Dimnet is anti-socialist
and regards socialism as one of the corrupting factors.
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ment servant he came face to face with sufficient evidence to
realize its presence and significance. Wagner says it was out
of his civil service experiences that Sorel developed his in-
tense hatred and contempt for the middle class. (2) Certainly
public life and morals reflected the shock of 1870 as well as
political life. The general public was characterized by illu-
sions of progress, by vulgarity, and an intensive search for
riches, says Dimnet.(3) To one with the moral sensitivity of
Sorel such a condition could not fail to attract his attention,
nor did it. In his early works many of his moral investiga-
tions of the ancients indicate, as Cheydleur suggests, that he
had in mind the deplorable condition of his own country. It is
quite natural then, to assume that one of the features that
attracted him to socialism was its promise of a new society
that would rectify all the evils of the old, including moral
evil. Indeed for Sorel, the moral aspect of socialism assumed
a prominent role in his thought after he Joined the socialist
ranks, certainly more than in the thought of many of his new
associates in the party.
2. Economic factors . By profession an engineer, there
was much in socialism that attracted him because of this fact.
The statistical and technical elements of socialism used in the
critique of capitalist methods of production and distribution
are of such a nature that only one with an engineer's training
j| 2. Wagner, SR, 5^8.
3. In both of his early works, CEB and PS, Sorel condemned all
1 of these. _ . .
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can fully appreciate them. Indeed in one sense, the socialist
program is far more a technical program of revising the economic
bases of society than it is a political or social program in
terms of moral and physical well being. (4) From this point of
view it was not unnatural then, that Sorel should find in soc-
ialism something that appealed to his engineer's mind. That
this was partly responsible for his turn to socialism is also
indicated by the fact that he contributed several important
studies to the socialist cause in terms of technical analyses
of production methods. (5) That he had a high regard for the
socialist program of economic efficiency in the Interest of a
wider distribution of goods is indicated in the following:
. . .
qu'on pourrait expulser tous les administrat-
eurs de nos chemins de fer, de Saint-Gobain ou des
mines de charbon, sans que le prix de revient des
marchandises ftlt augment© d'un centime. (6)
3. -Political success of socialism . About the time
that Sorel turned towards socialism, namely, 1893, the latter
movement enjoyed its first important political success. In
that year the socialists obtained 600,000 votes and elected
more than fifty Deputies to the Chamber. (7) Jaures, Millerand,
and Viviani, were among those elected. Again there is little
4. It has often been noted that only one with a technical and
statistical training could understand Marx' Capital
. Both
Stuart Chase and Thorsten Veblen are examples of men who
have been attracted by the technical side of socialism.
5. Sorel, IP, 333,9. A study of the relations between the
machine and the worker.
6. Sorel, IP, 278ff.
7. Laidler, HST, 367.
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indication in Sorel’ s works as to how far he was impressed by
this strong socialist showing at the polls. However, the re-
sults were so surprising that at least he must have been aware
of the significance it had for French political life. Whatever
inclinations he may have had in the direction of socialism at
this time, surely were augmented by this dramatic circumstance.
Furthermore, few beyond the ranks of socialism could see how
flimsy was the bond that temporarily brought sufficient unity
to socialism to achieve the 1893 electoral success.
4. The Influence of Dlamandv . Several biographers of
Sorel have drawn attention to his liking for the companionship
of enthusiastic youth. Diamandy, a Roumanian student, was both
youthful and enthusiastic. In the Latin quarter where he lived
in Paris, he was reputed to be a most enthusiastic follower and
missionary of Karl Marx. Just how and where Sorel met him
seems to be something of a mystery, but meet him he did and was
*
soon collaborating with him in publishing L* £re nouvelle . a re-
view devoted to the task of spreading the doctrines of Marx in
France which up to this time were not well known there. This
was in the year 1892-93, the period coincident with Sorel' s re-
tirement from government service. How much of Diamandy' s en-
thusiasm for Marx was communicated to Sorel is not at all clear,
but it is clear that in a short space of time Sorel himself had
become a disciple of Marx, although oftentimes an erring one.
From this time on Sorel may be classified as a Marxist in his
own right and reflects it in all his works.
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Of the above influences, the latter was undoubtedly the
most significant. Once introduced to the works of Marx, Sorel
studied him assiduously and soon outstripped his youthful asso-
date. Of the doctrines of Marx, the materialist conception of
history is the one that was most influential in Sorel' s thought.
It is this doctrine that is most prominent in all his major
works following his Introduction to Marxist thought. In the
I
light of this doctrine he developed his most characteristic
beliefs concerning morals, religion, economics, and history,
the germs of which had been present in his mind long before his
knowledge of Marx.
Sorel and the materialist conception of history . Ihe
materialist conception of history is first of all a philosophy
of history and it was in the light of this that Sorel regarded
Marx. Thus he insisted that socialism is essentially a philos-
ophy of history and Marx a philosopher of history. Thus he
wrote, "Le socialisms est une phllosophie de l'histoire des
/
institutions contemporaines et Marx a toujours raisonne en
philosoohie de 1 hlstoire quand des polemlques personnelles ne
,
„ x
(8)
1 ont pas entraine a ecrire en dehors des lols de son systems.'
By adopting the Marxian point of view Sorel was soon
forced to become a defender of Marx in France since the latter
was not very popular there in some circles and at the same time
too popular in others. The parliamentary success of the French
42
8. Sorel, RV, 61.
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socialists in 1893 had made the country conscious of a new po-
litical party and much of the opposition to the party was ex-
pressed in a criticism of Marxist social philosophy. There was
also a group that recognized in the doctrine^ of historical
materialism a valuable concept for the interpretation of hist-
ory, but they wished to give it a more scientific and more
idealistic interpretation. Finally, there were those zealous
i!
Marxists who saw in the doctrine a complete and final answer to
all the problems of human life. Against all of these groups
Sorel defended what he thought to be the essence of the Marxian
interpretation of history. In Ere nouvelle and Dev enlr social
he proceeded to set forth his own views on Marx and these jour-
nals were indeed, as Sorel termed them, "... organes de com-
bat." (9) His defense of Marx was also carried on in several
of his Prefaces to the books of others and these perhaps pro-
vide more important material in this connection than his arti-
eles.
In regard to the opposition that Marxism aroused in
France, much of it was due to a profound prejudice against
everything German. Thus Valois writes,
y\ \ j / /Pour moi, raeme au temps ou j etais sans reaction
devan t Sorel, j* etais en opposition a l'egard de tout
ce qul venait d’allemagne, je n’ai jamais ouvert un
livre de philosophic allemand sans me tenir instinct-
ivement sur la defensive.
. . .(10)
M. Rouanet had urged that the doctrines of Marx were
9. Sorel, RMA, 6.
10. Valois, USA, 135.
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wholly contrary to the French spirit. (11) While Corel's critic-
, !ism of Rouanet s statement is correct, nevertheless there is a
sense in which it might be said that Marxism was contrary to
the French spirit, namely, in the sense that French socialism
!i
had a history of its own. Babeuf, Cabet, Saint-Simon, Fourier,
i
Blanc, and Proudhon, represented a glorious tradition in French
socialist thought not easily displaced by the work of a new-
comer and a German to boot. (12) Besides this there was the
great tradition of the Revolution.
In the preface to Labriola's work(13) Sorel wrote, "Les
t
/ * /
theses marxistes n ont pas ete, generalement
,
bien comprises en
France par les ecrivains qui s'occupent des questions sociales."
The misunderstandings of the works of Marx in France he attri-
buted to Rouanet whom he charged with a total misunderstanding
of Marx and through whose works Marx had become known at all in
France. Rouanet, for instance, had argued that the theory of
historical materialism was too mechanical in that it followed
a strict determinism which ended in apocalyptic fashion in the
destruction of capitalism which was the predetermined end of
social evolution for Marx. Replying to this charge Sorel said:
L^ determinlsme suppose que les changements sont
relies entre eux d'une maniere automatique, que les
phe6omenes
/
simultane£ forment un bloc ayant une struc-
ture obligee, qu'il y a des lois d'avaln assurant
entre toutes choses une ne'e ess it e d * ordre . On ne
trouve ^»ien de semblable dans la doctrine de Marx:
les eVenements sont consideres d'un point de vue
11. Sorel, Preface to Labriola's CMH.
12. This is the line of French utopian socialists.
13. Sorel, Preface to Labriola's CMH, 1
.
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empirique; c est leur melange que Jaillit la lol
hlstorioue qui de'finit leur mode temporalre de
generation. On ne demand e point de reconnaitre
dans le monde social un systeme analogue au syst-
£me astronomique; on demande senlement de reccon-
altre que 1* entrecrolsement des causes pro£uit
x
des
periodes assez regulieres et assez caracterisees
pouvoir falre l’objet d’une connalssance raAsonnee
de falts . (l4)
In consideration of the fact that Marx based his whole system
on the dialectical process as indicated by Hegel, Sorel was
quite convinced that no such strict determinism could be at-
tached to the materialist conception of history. He believed
*
that only distortions of the theory of Marx led to such un-
hegelian conclusions.
Among the distortions of historical materialism Sorel
was also extremely critical of the over-zealous French social-
lsts who in their zeal made such interpretations as warranted
the criticism of men like Rouanet. In his Preface to Seligman's
Economic Interpretation of History . Sorel criticized severely
those Marxists who interpreted historic materialism in a fatal-
istic fashion and entirely eliminated all moral questions. InJ
deed in this same Preface he criticized Marx on somewhat the
same grounds, charging that the latter had failed to take
moral factors into consideration, in particular, the moral role
of the family. Engels' work on the family Sorel regarded as
an attempt to supply this deficiency in the work of Marx.
Despite the above critique of Marx, Sorel attributed
to him a concern for moral issues that has frequently been
l4. Sorel, Preface to Labriola's CMH, 6,7
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denied by Marxist friends and critics alike. In regard to the
socialist critique of Marx at this point, Sorel wrote:
Les penseurs parmi nos socialistes n'acceptent^ pas
sans tiraijLlements la doctrine dessechante du maltre,
d'ou l'idee de Droit et de Justice est si vigoureuse-
ment bannie; c'est un ve'tement qu'ils portent avec
gene et quails retoucheront sans doute un Jour, pour
1* adapter a leur taille.(l5)
And in connection with the critique of moralists outside the
ranks of socialism he said:
Les gens de grand coeur disent que 1* esprit ne
peut rester dans cette expectative quand il s'agit
de la moral et du droit. Les critiques superficiels
ne manquent pas de declamer contre l' absence d' ideal,
sans ^e demander si une theorle ethiaue ralsonnaible
peut-etre independante d^une metaohysique et si celle-
ci signifie quelque chose tant au’elle ne possede pas
une large base scientifiqu,e. . . Faire descendre la
morale sur la terre, la debarrasser de toute fantasie,
ce n'est pas la nier; c'est, au contraire, la traiter
avec le respect du aux oeuvres de la raison.
,
E^t-ce
nier la science que de laisser de cote les reveries
sur 1* essence des choses pour s'attaeher aux realites? ( 16)
Sorel argued that in Das Kaoltal Marx gave much consideration
to moral problems, stating that on almost every page of this
work one is faced with moral problems. He was quite convinced
that the real basis of these charges was to be found in the
fact that the views of Marx did not harmonize with those of his
critics:
/
Les appreciations morales abondent dans le Capital
.... Quand ces deux ^.uteurs s'accordent pour imput-
er un caract^re amoral a la doctrine de Marx, il faut
coraprendre seulement qu'ils ne trouvent pas, dans le
Capital, l' expression de leurs theories qui n'ont,
d'ailleurs, aucune valeur.(l7)
15
16
17
Sorel, Preface to Labriola's CMH, 1,2.
,
Ibid., 15,16.
,
Ibid., 16,17.
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Sorel* s acceptance of the materialist conception of
history is everywhere in evidence in those works published
after his introduction to Marxist thought. In every Preface
and book the influence may be easily detected. In La mine du
monde antique . Sorel added a sub-title. Conception material is te
de l'histoire . and the work is devoted to an analysis of the
Church in the fourth century in light of the economic interpre-
tation of history. From his remarks in this work it is obvious
that in applying the economic interpretation to a specific hist-
orical period, he was carefully attempting to make the applica-
tion without falling into the mechanistic fallacy he had him-
self criticized. In t^a ruine he wrote:
. . • En etudiant, d une maniere philosophique, des
epoques convenablement cholsies, il est possible de
formuler des regies de prudence , excellentes pour la
pratique d* aujourd'1 hui. Ces regies ne nous disent pas
ce qu*il adviendra, ni meme ce qu*il faut faire; mais
elles nous avert issent de certains dangers et nous
tracent une voie a I'abri d*un certain nombre d'e'cu-
eils reconnus; la route n’est peut-etre pas encore
parfaltement sure, mais elle/ est un peu delimitee.
Ces regies ne valent point egalement pour tous les
temps; mais a chaque Jour sa peine; l'essentiel est
qu* elles soient utiles pour le temps actuel.(l8)
It is obvious that these rules of prudence by no means imply a
fatalistic view of history. Again in his Preface to the work
of Pelloutier he avoided a mechanistic use of the materialist
conception of history and specifically pointed out that the
human mind plays an Important role in history and that economic
conditions are not the sole determiner of social conditions .( 19)
18. Sorel, RMA, 22.
19. Pelloutier, HBT, 5.
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Despite the risk of over-emphasis it is perhaps advisable to
give several more definitions of the materialist conception of
history as found in the work of Sorel.
Cans la doctrine de Marx, le point le plus carac-
teristlque ^peut-etre, celul qui Justlfie vraiment l,e
nom de materialisme historique,
,
est celui-ci: le de-
veloppement de chacun des sy^temes fournlt les con-
ditions matefielles pour operer des changements effi-
caces et durable dans les rapports sociaux, & l’in-
te'rieur desquels 1,1 s'etait transformed / On salt avec
auelle energie I’ecole de Marx a insiste sur l’ira-
possibilite' de tenter la revolution sociale tant que
le capitalisms n’est pas assez developpe; c,' est a
cause de cette th^se qu’on a pu accuser l’ eoole de
fatalisme, parce qu’ elle limite singulierement le
pouvoir de la volonte", meme puand la force materielle
est au service d’une volonte intelligente. (20)
La theorie revolutionnaire de l’histoire considere
1a. totalite^ d’un syst^me d’ institutions en la ramen-
ant a son principe essentiel, et elle ne tient compte
que des changements qui se traduisent par une trans-
formation de ce principe. Sans doute ],es partisans
de cette doctrine ne sont pas assez naifs oour croire
que le centre d’un systems apparait tout d’un coup,
s
par la vertu magique contenue dans le mot qui sert, a
le nommer. Us ne croient pas .davantage qu’une dec-
laration des droits ou meme une legislation nouvelle
operent infailliblement une transmutation nlcHIfciQue
de la societe. Ils savent que les procedes employe's
par l’humanite/ pour se transformer sont varies, com-
plexes et obscurs; cue l'on peut appliquer a l'hist-
oire ce que Liebig dlsait de la nature: qu’elle i^e
suit Jamais de voles simples et qu’elle semble de-
pourvue de^ sens commun. Les derails e'chappent d’au-
tant plus a toute tentative de raisonnement au’ils
s’^lolgnent davantage du centre; c’est celui-ci seule-
ment qui prete a des considerations philosophiques
sur le developpement. (21)
Perhaps the definition that most clearly sets forth Sorel'
s
conception of historical materialism is that found in his
Preface to Sellgman's work. Here Sorel wrote as follows:
20. Sorel, MTP, 79,80.
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Ne Jamais raisonner sur le droit, leg institutions
politiques, les ideologies de l'art, de la religion
ou de yla philosophie sans se representer, dans tqute
sa reallte', la vie e'conomique du peuple considere avec
la division historique en classes, avec le developpe-
ment des procedes techniques et avec les conditions
naturelles de la productivite. (22)
In this definition are found the three principal features of
the social philosophy of sorel, namely, the division of society
into classes, the productive system, and the influence of the
latter on general social culture. It was out of these three
phases of the materialist conception of history that Sorel
posited the following questions in 1897:
\ / >
Le probleme du devenir mod erne, -- considere au
point de vue materialist e, -- repose sur trois quest-
ions: (l) le proletariat a-t-il acquis une conscience
Claire de son existence comme classe indivisible?
(2) a-t-il assez de force pour entrer en lutte contre
les autres classes? (3) est-il en etat de renverser,
avec 1 ’ organisation capitaliste, tout le systems de
1* ideologic traditionelle? C’est "a la sociologie de
repondre. (23)
i;
In these three questions the fundamental conclusions that Sorel
drew from the doctrine of historical materialism, are set forth.
„
i
! The recognition of class division and consequent class struggle;
recognition of the overthrow of the capitalist economic system
.
as basic in the materialist theory of history; and the belief
that such a reversal of capitalist economics also implied a re-
versal of the whole social culture that goes with it. This is
practically a restatement of the doctrines of Marx as set forth
in the Communist Manifesto and indicates that Sorel is now far
more dependent on Marx than on Proudhon at this time. Certainly
22
.
23
.
Sorel, Preface to Seligman’s IEH, XXXVII.
,
Preface to Labrlola's CMH, 3.
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the deductions drawn from the materialist conception of history
are too specific to be attributed to -Proudhon's influence, who
had failed to work out such a systematic theory of history.
Thus it might be said that Sorel was merely repeating the Marx-
ian thesis as set forth in the Communist Manifesto . However,
it has been noted that Sorel was desirous of injecting his own
moral preoccupations into the materialist conception. How far
he succeeded in this is partly the subject matter of the next
section and judgement on the matter must therefore be with-held
for the present.
Sorel' s anti - intellectual ism . The anti-intellectualism
of Sorel must be taken into consideration with his interpreta-
tion of historical materialism in order to make clear his com-
plete theory of history and in particular to clarify the rela-
tion of this theory to his moral preoccupations. It is for
this reason that Sorel' s anti-intellectualism is discussed dir-
ectly following the discussion of his conception of historical
materialism.
Despite the many protestations on the part of Sorel
that the historical theories of Marx and Engels cannot be in-
terpreted in a mechanistic fashion without violating the mean-
ing of the authors, one is left with the impression that Sorel
himself did not evade a mechanistic interpretation. Relieving
as he did in class division and class struggle and in the
peculiar position of the working class in that struggle, namely,
a revolutionary position, it would appear that he had indeed
i
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adopted something of the mechanistic outlook on history so de-
cried by the opponents and critics of Marx, Including Sorel
himself among the critics at this point. In the last analysis
the Marxian concept of class struggle is the inevitable result
of economic conditions over which persons have little or no
control and to recognize class struggle after the Marxian fash-
ion would appear to be falling into the mechanistic fallacy.
In other words, to accept the doctrine of historical material-
ism in the form of a recognition of class struggle as a result
of economic determinism is to adopt a mechanistic doctrine.
i
This is what Sorel seems to have done, despite his protestation
to the contrary, and by doing so, failed to conform to the
standards of his own criticism. However, the real modification
that Sorel worked into the doctrine of historical materialism
only comes to light through an understanding of his anti-lntel-
lectualism.
By anti-lntellectuallsm in the thought of Sorel is
meant a violent opposition on his part to complete dependence
on reason and rationalistic processes in attempting to under-
stand historical data and social movements, past or present.
Like Nietzsche, Sorel believed, for instance, that the
most contemptible period in Greek history was that of Socrates
and Plato. In the chapter on Traditionalism, Sorel* s bitter
opposition to the theories of Socrates was noted. He was
eaually critical of Plato whose Republic he regarded as a hor-
'
rible theory of government conceived by rationalistic methods
and committed to the care of intellectuals to insure its
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practical success. (24) In church history, the seventeenth,
eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries, he saw further evidence
of the pernicious influence of intellectualistic doctrines. He
characterized the church fathers and theologians as algebraist -
e& de la religion under whom Christianity would surely have de-
generated had it not been for the redemptive Influence of the
mystics who scorned the rationalistic doctrines of theologians
and philosophers. (25) In the seventeenth century, according to
Sorel, the Humanists succeeded in generating a wave of optimism
on a rationalistic basis. Protestantism attempted to stem the
tide of rationalistic optimism, but was itself engulfed by its
persuasive rationalism. ( 26) Sorel also regarded the philosophy
of Descartes as an intellectualistic expression which carried
the method of science into the fields of social science and
religion, thereby dealing the latter a fatal blow and horribly
confusing the former; In his view the whole eighteenth century
was corrupted by rat lonallsm. (27) He looked upon the work of
the Encyclopedists with disfavor and characterized Diderot and
Voltaire as "immoraux bouffons d'une aristocratie degeneree*. "(28)
This rationalistic spirit of the eighteenth century was carried
24. Sorel, PS, 183.
25. This distinction between theologians in a
sense and mystics is elaborated throughout
La ruine du monde antique. Emotional zeal
ed with passive rationalism.
26. Sorel, RV, 22.
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over into the nineteenth century, according to Sorel, down to
1848.(29) As a result of it social reformers were dominated
by intellectualistio conceptions of society that issued in
utopian schemes of social reform without regard for social
facts. Examples of such utopian reformers he saw in Fourier
and Saint-Simon. (30)
The result of this aspect of Sorel' s thought in rela-
tion to the materialist conception of history was to divest
the latter of any optimism that a purely mechanistic interprets^
tion would imply, such as a belief in the inevitability of
progress, A mechanistic interpretation of historical material-
i
ism was, in S0rel's opinion, by reason of its inherent optimism,
quite incapable of understanding such social phenomena as the
rise of Christianity or the growth of a revolutionary working
class. In the case of Christianity, Sorel believed that its
success in its primitive period was due to a certain pessimist-
ic outlook that involved the creation of myths which in turn
provided the tremendous dynamic necessary to success. Such
myths welded the emotions of large groups of people into a
spiritual unity and thus rendered them capable of acting in a
body to initiate a new social movement in faceofthe most diffi-
cult and most discouraging handicaps. ( 31) Movements of this
nature and explained in this fashion are hardly compatible with!
the economic interpretation of history, and it was at just this
point and in just this way, that Sorel may be said to have made
30. Sorel, Preface to Pelloutier's HBT, 33.
31. Theory of myths is treated more fully in the next chapter.
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his own unique interpretation of the Marxian theory of histor-
ical materialism. However, whether this completely overcomes
the mechanistic objection is still doubtfull, particularly in
view of the fact that although the working class might operate
in a revolutionary manner on a basis of Sorel' s theory of myth,
the very fact that it stands in need of such myths is indicat-
ive of a deeper underlying cause of the struggle itself and one
wonders what this cause could be other than the economic mech-
anism as pointed out by Marx. Working class myths are, after
all, merely reflections of a condition that must exist before
the myths can be born at all. In this connection it is quite
significant that Sorel concerned himself only with the myths
by which the working class was to carry out its revolution. No
other types of myth applicable to contemporary situations are
considered by Sorel, indicating that he had first of all ac-
cepted the notion of a class struggle based on the inherent
nature of productive methods in capitalism, before proceeding
to set forth his theory of myths. Similarly in Christianity,
Jesus, and the circumstances surrounding his death, were real-
ities prior to the formation of any Christian myths whatever.
In any case, the materialist conception of history goes
hand in hand with the doctrine of myths in Sorel' s work. In
the end socialism learns from fourth century Christianity that
the future is made by man and not at all the result of any
mysterious development which is progressive and inevitable. In
this sense Sorel may be said to have modified the theory of
historical materialism, although it is by no means clear that
-*
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he was always consistent in his arguments. From this union of
the materialist conception of history and the theory of myths
socialism also learns that the future is unpredictable and that
success comes only to those who know what they want and have
the will to assert themselves. Thus one might say that for
ii
Sorel, the materialist conception of history defined the limit-
* i
I!
|!
!l
1
I
\
ing conditions of social life and that the theory of myths pro-
vided the means of overcoming the limitations.
History then, for Sorel, was a perpetual fresh creation
as so revealed in the anti-intellectualistie philosophy of
Bergson from whom he received the inspiration for his theory of
myths. Bergson himself has remarked concerning this relation:
Vous montrez bien comment ses conceptions philo-
sophiquesC Sorel’ s concept io/is)peuvent rejoindre les
mienne^ par un certain cote, bien que je n'aie pas
aborde la question sociale. . . . Quelques reserves
v
a faire, en particulier, sur
x
la Demo^ratie. Nous
devons viser, ce me semble, a lui reinsuffler 1’en-
thousiasme. nous n'avons aucune raison de l’en croire
incapable. (32)
In regard to Sorel 5 s use of the intuitive philosophy of
Bergson, it is interesting to observe that he found the Bergson*
lan concepts more conducive to the study of social phenomena
than the system of Comte, the founder of sociology. In the
latter SQrel found a typical example of one who misused pure
science by attempting to employ its methods and results in the
field of social relations. He was highly critical of Comte’s
views on religion, saying in regard to Comte’s proposed new ob-
„
\
Jects of worship, II aurait pu tout aussi bien proposer a leur
"i
32. Soltau, FPT, 447. See also Perrin,
Lasserre, GSTI.
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adoration la vapeur d'eau, les plaques phot ographi ques et la
Bibliotheque National©. "(33)
Sorel* s moral interpretation of socialism . Renan had
noted a similarity between socialism and religion in that nei-
ther became discouraged in face of seeming overwhelming oppos-
ition. Sorel points out that Renan was wholly unable to ac-
count for this similarity. Sorel undertook both to reveal the
nature of the similarity and the nature of the difference. He
regarded socialism as something more than a mere political pro-
gram; for him it was a preview of an entirely new world, a Vis-
ion of the future
,
and in this sense analagous to religion.
However, socialism has no metaphysics of the soul and its in-
spiration is dependent solely on the free activities of the
human mind. (34) Although not a religion, socialism neverthe-
less has in it the same type of driving force peculiar to dyn-
amic religion, namely, an appeal to the heroic in us. Only
heroes possess the necessary dynamic to overcome the obstacles
confronting them as in the case of the early church. The lat-
ter was much more than a school of philosophy or it would soon
have disappeared; it was a society of moral heroes. The mem-
bers of this society were a mighty army of saints made invinc-
ible by the belief that they were the harbingers of a new day
in which all the old things would be swept away. (35) The great
I
J
33. Perrin, IGS, 64.
34. Sorel, MTP, 198ff; 314; 352. See ch.9, Le caractere
rellKleux du socialisme .
35. Sore?, Preface to Merlino'-s FES,- XVII.
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:difficulties they faced demanded heroism, which always paves
the way for great social movements as William James has indic-
ated. But heroism also demands self-discipline and no truth is
more certain than the fact that . . le monde ne deviendra
plus Juste que dans la mesure ou il deviendra plus chaste; Je
ne crois pas qu'il y ait de verite plus certaine.
11
( 36) Thus if
socialism is not a religion, at least it will he seen that it
borrows from religion its moral discipline and asceticism in
the interest of a new morality .( 37)
Before turning to Sorel* s specific remarks on the re-
lation of socialism to morality, it ought to be noted that in
the foregoing discussion on the problem the bulk of the mater-
ial from Sorel does not fall within the compass of his social-
ist period between 1893 and 1897. A glance at the Materiaux
reveals that much of it was written about 1906, and at least,
that most of it falls within his syndicalist period. This
would seem to indicate that Sorel did not complete his ethical
studies during his socialist period, but during his syndicalist
period. That this is true will be made evident in the chapter
on syndicalism. For the present it is perhaps sufficient to
observe that this fact might indicate that Sorel had no real
socialist stage in his thought development despite his formal
relations with the socialist party.
The ethical views of Sorel that most clearly reveal his
conception of the moral nature of socialism are to be found in
36. Sorel, MTP, 199.
37- Preface to Merllno's FES, XVII.
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his article L 1 ethigue du socialisme that appeared in 1899. It
is to he noted again that this was after his breaK with the
socialist party, but it is obvious that he had not yet fully
developed his new syndicalist relations sufficiently to alter
fundamentally the principal views on morals of his socialist
period. (38) Two other articles about this same period shed
light on this same problem, namely, La science et la morale and
Les facteurs moraux de 1* evolution . (39)
In this group of articles three phases of his moral in-i
auiries are brought to light. In La science et la morale , he
was chiefly concerned with combatting determinism; he denied
determinism both in science and morals. In the other two,
which are most important for this study, he argued from the
if
standpoint of evolution and as an ardent defender of the basic
moral value of the family. From the evolutionary viewpoint he
argued that the principal preoccupation of social science ought
to be evolution of the working class and in this discussion it
would appear that he believed the future of the working class
rests on evolution rather than on revolution. (^40) At this time
he regarded the development of the working class as conditioned
by education rather than by force.
For Sorel the great moral issue at stake in the battle
between socialism and capitalism was that involved in the sanc-
tity of the family. For him all morality centered in family
!
:
i
38. See collective work. Morale sociale for this article.
39. In collected work, Questions de morale .
I
-t
40.
Ibid., 92,3.
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relations and any threat to the latter was at the same time a
threat to morality as a whole. It was largely on this basis
that he had .justified the death of Socrates and criticized all
the Greek Innovators. Again in his consideration of the moral
role of socialism it is the family that considered as the most
basic problem. Under capitalism Sorel conceived the family to
be reduced to a mere legal status between husband and wife.(4l)
Under socialism the essential characteristics of the family wil
be fully developed, namely, devotion, reciprocity, respect, and
sexual union. Under the new morality of socialism divorce will
disappear as the superiority of love over legal obligation be-
comes apparent. Alcoholism, gambling, and other social evils
did not escape the attention of Sorel, but it was principally
in the family and its relationships that he centered his moral
sentiments and interests. The reason for this is not difficult
to determine. It grew out of the beautiful relations that ex-
isted between himself and his wife which revealed to him the
possibilities of the family as the basis for a new social moral-
ity. It has often been observed by his biographers that the
death of his wife so affected him that he shut himself away frcrn
the world for several months.
The intellectualistic nature of the theory of natural
right had prevented him from basing his moral views on it. He
had seen in the morality of Socrates a Juridical concern rather
than a moral concern. He recognized that Marxists had noted
this Juridical status of the family and of all moral action
il- 41. MflEaje aacjale, 138ff.
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within the capitalistic framework of social life, but he was
also convinced that in ridiculing this situation they had erred
by going to the opposite extreme. They had come to the place
where they ridiculed all moral preoccupations, emphasizing only
the purely material nature of class struggle. Thus, in his op-
inion they reduced the ethics of socialism to a Juridical status
analagous to the morality of the philosophy of natural right.
But Juridical right will give way before historic right, Sorel
argued, when the new socialist regime comes into existence. Un-
til that time, socialists ought to pay more attention to the
perfection of the moral sentiments instead of continually theor-
izing, because, after all, "Les plus belles theories ne valent
que par leur application; le but de 1 ethique est de fixer des
regies pour la conduite normale. " (42)
i
Socialism and democracy . Brief as the relations of
Sorel were with the socialists of the parliamentary wing, it
seems that during his relations with them there was a good deal
in common between them. This is nowhere more evident than in
his views on the relations of democracy and socialism at this
time. He seems to have accepted the political activities of
the parliamentary socialists as perfectly sound practice. In
N
the early part of the Dreyfus case he paid Jaures, a parliament-
ary socialist, one of the finest compliments that could come
fromJwm^a moral compliment. He lauded the socialist leader by
It \ esr
saying that la conduite admirable de JauresAla meilleure
42. Morale sociale . 152.
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preuve qu‘il y a une ethique socialiste. " ( 43) Again, early in
the Dreyfus case, many socialists contended that since the Jew-
ish army officer was rich and of the middle class, the class
struggle did not apply in his case and that socialists ought to
refrain from participation in the affair. Sorel objected to
this point of view, arguing that in specific cases such as
this, class amalgamation was perfectly justifiable in the in-
terests of right and justice. (44) Johannet reports that the
name of Sorel headed the list of signers to the Dreyfus peti-
tion* (45) At this time he also agreed with his socialist co-
horts that anti-clericalism was a very efficacious method of
propagating socialism. Although none of the above evidence is
conclusive, nevertheless, it reveals that Sorel seems to have
found little fault with the tactics of the parliamentarians.
There is but one positive statement of Sorel on this
point of the relations of democracy and socialism in France.
de had contended that their spiritual aims were the same, but
in the following it is obvious that he refers to actual pollti-
cal action such as Jaures and his friends were engaged in:
... A l'origine le socialisme se presente comme une
doctrine Philosoohiaue sans grande influence sur la
soci^te; — il dev^ent ensuite une secte
. qui croit
possdde^ la v^rite; elle aspire \ rdvolutionner le
monde, a le reformer par la dictature, a lui imposer
la pratique de programme tire's de doctrines philoso-
phiques; la secte s’occupe peu ou point des reforrnes
pratiques; -- enfin dans sa maturite' il donne naiss-
ance a un parti politique . c 1 est-a-dire qu'il devient
43. Jaures was a firm believer in democratic methods.
44. Sorel, MTP, 177.
45. The petition was circulated among all classes in France.
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une force se combinant avec d'autres forces alliees
ou antagonistes pour administrer les affaires, am^l-
iorer la legislation et dlriger l'Etat. La secte peut
s'isoler; I'isolement est me'tae une condition de sa
purete" doctrinale; le part 1 politique ne peut ex-
ist er que s’il est mele' & la vie ge'n^rale, s’il est
un organe dans un organism©. Le socialisme devient,
de plus en plus, en France, un mouvement ouvrler dans
une democratle. (46)
Another statement in regard to the relations of socialism and
democracy in Italy also indicates that Sorel was not opposed to
the use of democratic methods to achieve socialism:
Aujourd’hui les idees ont beaucoup change / en Italie:
presque tout le monde reconnait que les socialistes ne
doivent plus avoir la pretention de changer a b^ef de/-
lai la face du monde et que leur role consiste a trav-
eiller, de concert ^vec les autres partis populaires,
au triomphe de la democratle. . . .(4-7)
Pirou has stated that at the time of writing in this
vein concerning socialism and democracy, Sorel had not yet
penetrated the real thought of Marx on the same subject. (48)
However, it must be observed that Sorel was aware of the sup-
posed contradiction with Marxist theory at this point. He
specifically calls attention to the fact that Marx himself had
not always opposed such alliances and changes in his thought
after writing the Communist Manifesto formed the basis for the
interpretation of Bernstein in terms of political methods for
the attainment of socialism. ( 49) That there was a change in
Marx’s ideas on tactics is evident from the fact that during
46. Sorel
,
MTP, 178,9.
47. MTP, 177.
00* Pirou, GS, 22.
49. Sorel, MTP, 177. Cf. MTP, 264; 266.
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the years he was in control of the International, 1868-1870,
the Marxian group was the only group in favor of political ac-
tion. (50) In any case, Sorel certainly sanctioned the doctrine
of political alliances and democratic procedure on the basis of
the assumption that socialism and democracy had the same spir-
itual ends in view. Thus in his syndicalist period he takes
|
pains to refute this former belief of his socialist period, (51)
Conclusions . Summarizing the principal features of
Sorel' s socialist period it would seem that it was character-
ized by two things, his adoption and attempted modification of
the materialist conception of history and acceptance of the
gradualist methods of attaining socialism. In regard to the
first it is not at all clear that Sorel was completely consist-
ent in attempting to infuse a moral element into historical
materialism, nevertheless he proceeded on the assumption that
i
he had achieved this unification. In regard to the second,
\
Sorel apparently accepted the political tactics of Jaures and
the parliamentary socialists which Implied that socialism could
be achieved by democratic methods within the framework of a dem-
ocratic state.
Concerning the relations between Sorel' s socialist per-
il iod and his preceding traditionalist period several facts are
toAobserved. First concerning his moral interests. While
moral considerations are prominent in both periods there is a
50. The International was controlled by Proudhon's followers
from 1865-67; the Bakunists controlled it from 1870 to 18
!;
51. See references in footnote 4-9.
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decided change in point of vie?? in the socialist period. In
the latter there is a recognition that external forces play an
important role in social morality which point of view seems to
be wholly lacking in the earlier period. This change seems to
have come about by a study of the materialist conception of
history which emphasizes the importance of impersonal economic
factors on social culture. In the ea.rlier period it was the
false teaching of men like Socrates that threatened social mor-
ality, while in the later period it is the effects* of capital-
ist methods of production that constitutes the threat. However
in both periods it ha3 been observed that the basis of all mor-
ality is to be found in the family. The protection of the fam-
ily in the first period seems to be simply a matter of prevent-
ing corrupt influences of certain teachers, while in the later
socialist period only a complete reversal of the economic basis
of society can achieve adequate protection for the family. In
the later period it is the thought of Marx that seems to domin-
ate Sorel, rather than that of Proudhon.
Other features of his traditionalist period that also
find expression in his socialist period are his opposition to
scientific attempts to explain social relations and a more com-
plete doctrine of class relations. The former was expanded into
a complete anti-intellectualism that rejected the work of Comte
as a wrong use of scientific method wholly Incapable of under-
standing the forces at work in social change. At the same time
this anti-intellectualism became connected with a theory of
social myths which seems to have been present, in germ at least
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in Sorel's traditionalist period. In regard to the second, the
recognition of class division, which was expressed in some de-
gree in the earlier period, it came to full fruition in his
socialist period as a result of the influence of Marx. Indeed
it developed into a full-fledged socialism in which struggle
between the social classes is the central theme.
The only element of Sorel's traditionalism that might
be said to be denied in the later socialist period is his anti-
democratic sentiments. While this was not expressed in very
positive fashion, nevertheless it was an element of his earlier
thought and he seems to reject it by equating socialism and dem-
ocracy. It might also be said that this implies a rejection of
' his opposition to the state as expressed in his traditionalism.
Does it also imply a rejection of force as a means of achieving
political and social aims and hinted at in his earlier work?
Despite his apparent approval of democratic methods it would
seem that his recognition of class struggle as an actual fact
was in harmony with this earlier idea of the use of force. In
any case, it was not until his syndicalist period that a clear
connection was established between his early anti -democratic
sentiments, opposition to the state, and his approval of force,
also his pessimism. Thus it might be said that Sorel was grad-
ually developing all ot the thoughts of his traditionalist
period and that some reached maturity in his socialist stage
while others matured in his syndicalist stage. The development
of the latter will be made apparent in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER V
i
SOREL AS SYNDICALIST
Factors contributing; to Sorel* s alliance with the
syndicalist movement. Three factors contributed largely to
Sorel's new point of view which caused him to leave the ranks
of socialism and join the syndicalist movement. These were,
the Dreyfus case, his study of the English trade union movement,
and the influence of Fernand Pelloutier.
I. The Dreyfus case . As already noted, in 1893, about
the time that Sorel first turned towards socialism, the latter
had enjoyed a large measure of political success. (1) The sig-
nificance of this victory loomed larger in view of the develop-
ment of the Dreyfus case which broke out in the following year,
1894. (2) Dreyfus, of Jewish extraction and a captain in the
French army, was charged with having delivered vital military
secrets to the G-erman government. He was tried secretly by an
army tribunal and sentenced to life imprisonment. Dreyfus pro-
tested his innocence and in a few years the affair assumed gig-
antic proportions threatening the very existence of the state
itself and at least the stability of French political life.
1. See p.4-0.
2 . Recently dramatized in an American moving picture which
failed to show the class and religious nature of the case.
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Dreyfus was attacked as a Jew by the churchmen, a traitor by
the army, and as an example of the failure of republican govern
ment by the monarchists. (3) The affair soon developed along
class lines with the result that republicans, socialists, and
anarchists, were united on the side of Dreyfus, while monarch-
ists, nationalists, anti-semites, and clericals, ranged them-
selves on the other, forming the opposition. ( 4) The affair was
suddenly placed before the French public in dramatic fashion
when Zola published his famous pamphlet entitled ,1 * accuse . The
Waldeck-Rousseau ministry now constituted Itself as a Dreyfus
defense cabinet in 1899, inviti&ng the prominent socialist
Millerand to enter the cabinet, ( 5) Millerand's acceptance of a
cabinet post immediately split the unity of the various social-
|i
1st groups and many were now convinced that it was utterly fut-
ile to resort to political action to achieve socialist ends. (6)
Out of this development came a rapid growth of revolutionary
sentiment within the syndicate and many now asserted that the
syndicate themselves were the sole means of revolutionizing
society in terms of socialist principles. Prominent among the
the latter was Georges Sorel,
3. Robinson and Beard, OEH, 366,7.
4. Levasseur, QOIF, 21.
5. The Waldeck-Rousseau cabinet was considered by many as
bitterly anti-socialist, particularly Waldeck-Rousseau
and Galllfet.
6 Levasseur, QOIF, 389; 422.
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2. The English trade -unions . Just as Marx had found
In England much of the material which he Incorporated into his
system, so too did Sorel. Aided by Paul de Pousiers' study of
the English trade-union movement, Le trade-unionlsme en Angle -
terre T Sorel devoted himself to the study of the English unions.
As a result he was deeply impressed with the moral character of
the English form of the syndicats and his own theory of the
functions of the French syndicats reflected this moral aspect.
This study gave Sorel a new insight into the place of the syn-
dicats in the future socialist society.
3. The Influence of Pelloutier . The influence of
Fernand Pelloutier on Sorel cannot be overestimated. Much that
is now regarded as typical of Sorel was first formulated by the
former prior to Sorel' s entrance into the syndicalist movement.
As early as 1892 Pelloutier had defended the idea of the genera
strike. (7) He was opposed to all socialist participation in
political action; he regarded the syndicats as the nuclei of
the future society; and he would keep the worker free from
every institution which did not have for its immediate aim the
development of production. (8) Besides this he laso believed
that the future development of the working class depended to a
great extent on the progress of its moral education. (9) All of
these ideas are developed in Sorel' s syndicalist writings more
7. Laidler, HST, 364.
3.
,
HST, 364,5.
9. Pirou, G-S, 28.
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particularly in Reflexions sur la violence .
Of these and other influences contributing to the alii-
ance Sorel with the syndicalists it is difficult to determine
which was most important. However, insofar as immediate in-
fluence is concerned, probably the Dreyfus case was most influ-
ential; it seems both to have confirmed and inspired him in re-
gard to his syndicalist theories. ( 10) Sorel himself remarks:
"Au moment ou Je decidais a changer ainsi l' orientation de mon
travail, commencait 1* affaire Dreyfus. . ."(ll) However in the
paragraph immediately preceding this he says,
... A la fin de I’annee 1897, J ' eus a etudier un
livre que venait de publier Saverio Merlino sous le
titre Pro e contro 11 so c ialising : 1* auteur italien
s'appliquait a montrer qu'il 4tait devenu necess-
aire de reviser les bases des theories socialistes
afin de les mettre d'accord avec le mouvement soc-
ial auquel prenaient part les organisations social-
istes; Je vis alors clairement que Je devais travail-
ler en dehors de toute combinalson ayant des attaches
avec 1 ' orthqdoxie jnarxiste. / 11 me sembla que la
meilleure methode a suivre/ etait d'essayer de cor- /
ri^er les illusions de l'ecole en examinant des phen-
omena observers dans le pays que le maltre avait sig-
nals comme offrant les formes classiques de l'economie
moderne; j'etudiai I’enquete faite sur le trade-
unlonisme anglais par Paul de Rousiers en 1895; c'est
ainsi que je fus amene' a e'erire L' Avenir socialists
des svndlcats . ( 12
)
} «Prom this it would seem that Sorel was already well on the way
to a new definition of socialism in the syndicalist direction
when the Dreyfus case assumed significance. ( 13) It is obvious
10. Cf. Sorel' s La revolution drevfusienne. 1909.
11. Sorel, MTP, 253.
12.
,
MTP, 252,3.
1 13. The dramatic reopening of the Dreyfus case occurred in
1
1 1898, four years after the first trial.
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i
that this case however, did more than merely confirm his new
position. A comparison of L* Avenir with Reflexions reveals the
fact that many of Sorel* s detailed criticisms were derived from
the unfolding of the Dreyfus case in connection with socialist
participation in it. In the latter work there is a vast amount
of bitter vituperation hurled at the socialists for the part
they played in the affair, while the earlier work is almost
wholly lacking in this respect. Thus it would appear that the
new theoretical position developing in the thought of Sorel,
antedates the Dreyfus case, but that many of the details, in
particular his criticism of socialism, were fashioned in light
of it.
Largely on the basis of the foregoing influences then,
Sorel turned syndicalist and proceeded to subject to the most
!
bitter criticism much that he had formerly believed. The nat-
ure of this criticism and the reasons for his new position,
including the details of the latter, form the subject-matter of
the present chapter.
Sorel 1 s critique of parliamentary - social ism. The ac-
ceptance of a post in the Waldeck-Rousseau cabinet at once de-
stroyed the trend towards unity among the socialist groups in
france.(l4) Jaures* plan for such unity was completely forgot-
ten. (15) The Guesdists, Blanquists, and other socialist fact-
ions, denounced the act as a betrayal of the working class.
14
.
15.
The principal socialist groups in France were the Guesd-
ists, the Sroussists, the Blanquists, and independents.
Jaures aimed at the absorption of all into one party.
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Brians upbraided the Guesdists for their folly in adopting the
electoral method, but even this stern reproof, which Briand him-
self was later to disregard, was mild compared to the blistering
critique of Sorel. In Sorel' s critique of parliamentary-social-
ism however, more than a mere critique of tactics was involved;
the outlines of his syndicalist doctrines were easily discerible.
Sorel 1 s critique of socialist leaders . It has already
been observed that Sorel was often stayed by his emotions to ex-
press himself in most passionate terms. Nowhere is this temper-
amental characteristic so obvious as in his bitter attacks on
many of the leaders of parliamentary-socialism, particularly on
Jaures and Millerand. For him it was not merely a matter of
mistaken policy on their part that led to what Sorel consider-
ed as a corruption of the fundamental principles of Marxism.
Much of the blame he attributed to the character of the men
themselves. In his eyes they were not only incapable but also
corrupt, he regarded them as traitors, rather than human beings
subject to error. Nor did he ever doubt that his own position
was unassailable; theirs riddled with fallacies, despite the
fact that he himself had once believed in the same doctrines .( 16)
Attention has already been called to a few of his scathing re-
marks about those whose doctrines he disliked and need not be
repeated here. ( 17)
16. Both Jaures and Millerand belonged to a group of in-
dependent socialists that produced such brilliant men as
Viviani and Jaures himself. The parliamentary career of
17. See p. 18.

Sorel' s critique of socialist utopianism . In the third
section of the Communist Manifesto Marx scathingly denounced
all forms of socialism that tended to be in the least utopian
in outlook. (18) Similarly, Sorel* s observance of socialist
men like Briand and Vivian i was indeed characterized by a
growing opposition to the more radical theories and theor-
ists of socialism. However, this by no means gives lic-
ense to accuse them of treason to the ideals of socialism.
Indeed it is quite obvious that whatever modification of
socialist aims took place in the minds of such men, it was
largely due to the fact that as political practitioners
facing real practical problems, they found their former
political and social theories of little value in solving
real immediate problems. Furthermore, it is necessary to
take into account the fact that the parliamentary-social-
ists had consciously adopted parliamentary methods in pref-
erence to more militant tactics. Sorel seems to ignore
this in imputing low motives to Jaur^s and Millerand.
In a speech at a socialist banquet Millerand himself had
said, "Pour operer la transformation soclale . le parti soc-
ialists n'emploicra pas d^ movens revolutlonnalres . II
lui suffit de pour sulvre par le suffrage universel la
conqu^te des pouvolr publics . . . Le programme socialiste
consiste en trols points. Intervention de L* Etat pour
falre passer du domalne capltallste dans le domalne nation-
al les divers es categories des movens de production et d 1
exchange a mesure qu * ell es devlennent mures pour 1* approp -
riation soclale . — Cpnau^te des pouvolrs publics par le
suffrage universel . — Entente Internationale des travail -
1 eur
s
.(Lav 1 s s e . HF, Vol.IX, 190. Underlining indicates
Millerand' s emphasis)
The socialist group in the Chamber confirmed this pro-
gram by a declaration of twenty-eight Deputies^, saying,
"Pour disslper les Equivoques facheuses, il declare nette-
raent qu'en conformity avec la pensE’e essentielle des soc-
ialistes de tous les pays et avec la tradition soclalistes
francaise depuis la Revolution, il entend abolir le regime
capitalists lui-mEme, et mettre un terme k 1 ' exploitation
de L'homme par l'homme au raoyen de la conquete du pouvoir
politique par le proletariat, la substitution de la prop-
rie'tE soclale a la proprle'W capitalists et 1* entente In-
ternationale des travallleurs. "(Lavisse, HF, Vol.IX, 190)
18. See CM, part III. Version referred to by writer was pub-
lished by L. I.D. as indicated in bibliography. All ver-
sions seem to agree on the divisions of the work however.
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participation in the Dreyfus case caused him to attack as ut-
opian those socialist practices exhibited during the course of
the affair. Indeed Sorel s criticisms so closely parallel
those of Marx that there seems little doubt but that he had
the Manifesto in mind when he wrote. Certainly his attitude
towards social reform, the middle class, and the role of the
proletariat, are typically Marxist views as expressed in the
famous document of Marx. The following expresses Sorel' s con-
tempt for utopian thought:
Celui qui a fabrlque' une utopie destined a faire
le bonheur de I'humanite' se regarde voluntiers comme
ayant un droit de proprie'te sur son invention; il
croit que personne n’est mleux place
7
que lui pour
appliquer son systfeme; il trouverait fort irration-
al que sa litterature ne lui valut pas une charge
dans L’Etat.(l9)
Marx had pointed out that the essence of utopianism
consists in concocting fanciful social schemes for human
betterment without regard to historical and social facts. (20)
In much the same fashion Sorel believed the parliamentary- soc-
ialists were busily engaged in thinking of fanciful formulas
for* social reform without regard for the historical and social
limitations indicated by Marx:
Les socialistes parlementalres croient posseder
des lumi^res speciales qui leur permittent de tenir
compte non seulement des avantages materiels et im-
mediate recueillis par la class ouvrl^re, mais en-
core des raisons morales qui obligent le socialisms
s
a faire partie de la grande famille republlcaine.
Leurs congres eengres s'epuisent a combiner des for-
mules destinees & regler la diplomatic soclaliste, a
dire quelles alliances sont permises et quelles sont
19. Sorel, FV, 51.
20. Marx, CM, 9Q.(L. I.D. edition as in bibliography)
II
defendues, a conciliar le principe abstrait de la
lutte de classe(que l'on tient a garder verbalement)
avec la realite' de 1* accord des politicians. Une
pareille entreprise est une insanite; aussi aboutit-
ei^Le a, des equivoques, quand elle n' oblige pas les
deputes & des attitudes d'une deplorable hypocrisie.
II faut, chaque ann^e, remettre les problemes en dis-
cussion, parce que toute diplomatie comporte une
souplesse d* allures incompatible avec l' existence
de statues parfaitement clalrs. (21)
Moreover, once departed from the strict principles of Marx,
Utopians find it necessary to contradict the most fundamental
principles of the master. There is soon developed in all such
departures from Marxist theory a set of doctrines wholly anti-
thetical to Marxist beliefs on the questions of social classes,
the nature of the state, and the methods of attaining power.
Yes, even an antithesis in the very of socialism itself. (22)
Sorel' s critique of the socialist conception of class
relations . That the principle of socialist tactics is essen-
tially class war, Sorel was thoroughly convinced. However, he
21. Sorel, RV, 105.
22. It is interesting to observe that both Clemenceau and
Millerand were themselves critical of utopian theories.
The former in criticizing a collectivist utopia as out-
lined by Jaures, said. " . . . £n 1848, nous avons vu des
edificateurs de sociexe nouvelles; Pierre Le^oux et Con-
slderant se
7
|ont prononces contre la propriete lndivldu-
elle,que deja, au sezieme siecle, Thomas Morus avalt con-
damnee. Ces hommes ou sont-ils aujourd* hui? Cherchez-
les; vous les avez remplaces corame d'autres vous remplac-
eront .
"
Millerand wrote in 1903 in Spcla llsme reformists . "Ces
utopies sont sans inconvenlents; elles peuvent raeme dtre
utiles si on n'oblies pas de les tenlr pour ee qu' elles
sonti des oeuvres d' imagination dont la realltd' modifie
chaque Jour la mouvante apparence. " ( Levasseur, Q0IF,301,2]
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was equally certain that the term class war had ceased to have
real revolutionary significance among parliamentary-socialists.
That this was true to some extent was indicated by the revis-
ionism of Bernstein who sought to make clear the real relation
between socialist theory and practice. ( 23) Bernstein moved in
the direction of a less militant Interpretation of the class
war concept in harmony with parliamentary tactics of the type
decried by Sorel. The latter, on the other hand, desired to
reestablish the revolutionary nature of the concept of class
war by investing it with a more practical and more militant
fervor. He wished to regain the revolutionary spirit which he
was sure had been discarded by the parliamentarians:
Aujourd'hui les socialistes parlementaires ne
songent plus k 1 1 insurrection; s' 11s palrent encore
parfols, c'est pour se donner un air d' importance
•
11s enseignent que le bulletin de vote a remplace/
le fusil. U4)
Coupled with this diminution of revolutionary fervor on
the part of the parliamentarians, Sorel believed there was also
Involved a total misapprehension of the nature and meaning of
social classification; a distortion of the fundamentals of
Marx on this subject. It was not a question of the number of
23. Bernstein's work Die Voraussetzungen des Soclallsmus und
die Aufgaben der Sozlaldemokratle . was published in 1399
and argued for the evolutionary view of social develop-
ment which was indeed in harmony with the methods of parl-
iamentary-socialism as posited by Millerand in 1399.
Among those sympathetic with Bernstein's main contentions
were Jean Jaur&s, Werner Sombart, and Masaryk, first Pres-
ident of Czecho-Slovakia.
24. Sorel, FV, 74.
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classes in society, but rather a question concerning which
particular class socialists ought to address themselves. Sorel
did not himself recognize the Marxian dichotomy of social class-
es as binding, but insisted that Marx used this dichotomy in a
purely abstract fashion for educational purposes, namely to
dramatize socialism. ( 25) He also points out that in the work
G-ermanv in 1848 . Marx had himself recognized a more diversified
social stratification than that of the famous dichotomy. The
real point at issue for Sorel was the fact that parliaraentary-
socialists were in the ludicrous position of addressing their
program to social groups normally antagonistic to proletarian
interests by the very nature of their place in the productive
system:
i
v /
. . .
Le soclalisme s adresse a tous les mecontents
sans se preoccuper de savoir quelle place ils occujp-
ent dans le monde de la production; dans une societe
aussi complexe que la nd'tre et aussi sujette aux
bpuleversemepts d’ordre economique, il y a un nombre
enorme de mecontents dans toutes les classes^ -- c’est
pourquoi on trouve souvent des sociallstes la ou l’on
s’attendrait le moins a en recontrer. Le socialisms
parlementalre parle autant de langages qu’il a d’esp-
N
eces de clienteles. II s’ adresse aux ouvriers, aux
petits patrons, aux paysans^ en depit d‘ Engels; il
s’occupe des fermiers; tantot il est patriots, tantot
il d^clame contre l’armee. Aucune contradiction ne
l’arr<ite, — 1* experience ayant d^montre que l'on
peut, au cours d'une campagne electorale, grouper des
force^ qui devralent etre norraalement antagonlstes /
d‘a,pres les conceptions marxistes. D’ailleurs un dep-
ute ne peut-il pas rendre/ des services a des e'lect-
eurs de toute situation economique?
Le terme proletaire finlt ^par devenir synonyms
d’opprime'; et il y a opprimes dans toutes les classes. (26)
25. Sorel, MTP, 188,9. This is the first indication of the
theory of myths as related to Marx. Sorel says in
a footnote here, "C’est, je crois, lei que j’ai
indioue7 pour la premiere fois l,a doctrine des myths
que j’ai developpee dans les Reflexions sur la vio -
lence . M
26. Sorel, RV, 7^,5.
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It would also appear from the Marxian social dichotomy as in-
terpreted by Sorel, namely, as a dramatic subterfuge, that he
found the essence of his later theory of myths. (27) It was
because of this interpretation that Sorel, like Marx, always
wrote in terms of such a dichotomy despite the realistic fact
that there were actually more than two classes to be consider-
ed, And again, as with Marx, he held firmly to the revolution-
ary view of the proletariat and rejected parliamentary methods
despite his earlier approval. (28) Sorel' s contempt for the
middle class and its humanitarian sentiments which inclined
many of its members towards socialism, was as great as his con-
tempt for the parliamentary-socialists. Indeed there is reason
to believe that he identified the two: he often referred to
\
Jaures as middle class in outlook and sentiment. The middle
class he characterized as cowardly, stupid, and ignorant; de-
void of all class sentiment .( 29)
27. See Sorel' s remarks in MTP, l89ff which give full credit
to Marx for the source of the theory of social myths.
28. By proletariat Sorel apparently means the same as Marx,
namely, that class which has only its labor to sell as a
means of livelihood. Sorel 's term is somewhat narrower
since proletariat for him generally means those workers
enrolled in the syndicats. Sorel had himself observed
that in the time of Marx the lack of a powerful labor
union movement had prevented the latter from realizing
the significance of organized labor as the vanguard of
class struggle. However, this does not imply that Sorel
excluded from the proletariat all who did not belong to a
syndlcat. It simply means that he regarded the syndicats
as the organized expression of working class discontent.
29. Sorel, RV, see chapter La decadence bourgeois et la viol -
ence .
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Sorel believed that the parliamentary brand of social-
ism would mean the continuation of social stratification in the
event that it attained power. He regarded the parliamentary
-
socialists as a group of demagogues who conceived themselves
to be the Intellectual leaders of the ignorant masses and that
once in power they would form an upper class bureaucracy not
lacking in ferocity in the maintenance of their power:
Je crois au' en voila assez pour me permettre
de conclure que si, par hasard, nos socialistes
parlementaires arrivaient au gouvernement, ils se
montreraient de hons successeurs de 1 * Inquisition,
de 1'Anclen Regime et de Robespierre; les tribunaux
politiques fonctlqnneraient sur une grande echelle
et nous pouvons meme supposer que l'on abolJLrait la
malencontreu^ea loi de 1848, qui ^ supprime peine de
mort en matiere politique. Grace a cette r^forme
on pourrait voir de nouveau l'Etat triompher par la
main du bourreau. ( 30)
Jaures est persuade
/
que la France serait parfalte-
ment heureuse le jour ou les r^dacteurs de son journal
et ses commanditaires pourraient puiser librement dans
la caisse du Tre'sor public. . .(31)
According to Sorel, the parliamentary-socialists in
their efforts to win the middle class to their side, were con-
tradicting the basic doctrines of Marx while professing to
stand by them. He believed himself that a revision of Marxian
concepts was necessary because of new social developments, but
not in the direction of parliamentary action. He believed tha
the middle class in Marx' day displayed an entirely different
sentiment from that of his own( Sorel' s) time. He pointed out
that the middle class Marx knew was one that was full of
30. Sorel, RV, 160.
31.
,
RV, 110.
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courage and energy; militant to extremes. (32) In his own time
however, Sorel believed the middle class to be in total degen-
eracy, a fact that made it necessary to revise the concepts of
Marx. (33) For Marx, capitalism would be struck to the heart as
a result of the evil effects on the great masses of workers of
this very militancy. Now, what happens in face of a degenerate
and cowardly middle class? Is it necessary to urge it to re-
sume its former militant attitude? Not at all. No amount of
persuasion can accomplish this. Nor is it any better to quiet
middle class fears by selling them social peace in return for
minor reforms under the threat of proletarian violence. Sorel
regarded this as the method of Jaures and his group and insist-
ed that their role would disappear if the 'middle class resumed
its former militancy; but true socialism cannot thus disappear.
i
According to Sorel, the real task of socialism was to reaffirm
!i
proletarian violence which in turn would force the middle class
to maintain its true relation to the workers, namely, that of
32. Concerning the middle class in the United States, Sorel
wrote: "Op trouve encore aujourd’hui ce type, dans toute
sa purete aux Etats-Unis: la se rencontrent l^energle in-
domptable, I'audace fondee sur une
7
^uste appreciation de
sa ^orce, le froid calcul des interets, aui sont les qual-
ites £es grands generaux et des grands capitalistes.
D'apres^Paul de Rousiers. tout Americain se sentirait cap-
able d 1 es saver sa chance ( to try his luck) sur le^ champ de
bataille des affaires, en sorte que 1* esprit general du
pays serait en pleine harmonie avec celui des milllard-
aires. " (RV, 114,5.)
||
33. The Dreyfus and Panama scandals were evidence of this de-
generacy and corruption of the middle class. At the same
time the sentiment of many middle class people on behalf
of Dreyfus was indicative of a lack of militancy that re-
vealed a deep fear of the rising working class, according
to Sorel.
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implacable enmity. (34) Thus the rich middle class in France
would again confront a revolutionary proletariat and insure the
ultimate crisis in capitalist society as so predicted by Marx:
Non seulement la violence proletarienne peut ass-
urer la revolution future, raals encore elle semble
etre le seul moyen dont disposent les nations europ-
een^s, abruties par 1* human itarism e, pour retrouver
leur anciene ^n,ergie. Cette violence force le capit-
alistic V se preoccuper uniquement de, son rSle raeter-
iel et tend, a lul rendre les qualites belliqueuses
qu'il posse'dait autrefois. Une classe ouvriere gran-
issante et solidement organisee peut forcer la classe
capitalists a demeurer ardente dans la^lutte industr-
ielle; en face d'une bourgeoisie affamee de conquetes
et riche, si un proletariat uni et revolutionnaire se
dresse, la soci^te" capitalists atteindra sa perfection
historique. ( 35)
In this quotation is contained the essential thesis of Sorel'
s
/
Reflexions sur la violence .
There are two significant aspects in the above thesis
concerning the lost energy of the middle class. First its
highly theoretical nature so characteristic of the work of
Sorel. (36) Surely the suggestion that historical development
can be made to conform to the Marxian theory of history in
terms of class struggle, is a most abstract and highly theoreti-
cal procedure. Second, in attempting to find a means whereby
social phenomena might be compelled to follow the paths laid
down by Marx, one suspects that at this Juncture Sorel himself
had fallen into the pit of utopianism. ( 37)
34. Sorel, RV, 85,6.
35.
,
RV, 120.
36. This type of theory was never of any value to the real
practical leaders of syndicalism.
37. The only alternative to a reaffirmation of proletarian
violence as a means of bringing about the capitalist crislf
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Critique of the aims of parliamentary -socialism . From
the foregoing review of Sorel's critique of parliamentary-soc-
ialism it is obvious that in his view the alms and methods of
socialism had been radically altered, indeed had been subverted
by the parliamentarians. Insofar as socialist method was con-
cerned, it was therefore the aim of the Reflexions to reaffirm
the revolutionary nature of socialism. Indeed for him revolu-
tion had become an essential feature of Marxism, i.e. syndical
revolution. (38)
As to the alms of socialism, the rejection of violence
seemed to him to imply a fundamental change. He was convinced
that socialism had thereby become a purely reformist movement
the aims of which were purely ameliorative and in the last
predicted by Marx, Sorel thought to be a great foreign
war that would bring into power men with the will to gov-
ern. However, he thought this to be an improbable develop-
ment. (See RV, 110 and footnote to same page) Yet in Italy
where both proletarian violence and world war played im-
portant roles, this was exactly what happened. The World
War, followed by a wave of proletarian violence, was for
the most part responsible for the rise of Fascism in Italy.
A third factor was the personal qualities of Mussolini who
was inspired by the theories of Sorel. Regardless of such
developments, Sorel’s views still bear the stamp of ab-
stract theory at this point. Certainly the reasoning in-
volved here was not based on the history and development
of contemporary institutions, which for Sorel was the
essence of socialism.
38. Sorel, RV, 120. It is this feature of Sorel's theories
that has given rise to the statement that he was a left
wing revisionist in contrast to the revisionism of Bern-
stein which is considered as right wing revisionism.
In view of Marx' later turn to political action, it
might also be said that Sorel was more revolutionary than
Marx himself.
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analysis wholly reactionary:
Aujourd'hui, nous voyons que cela pourpait fort
bien arrlver: les amis de Jaures, les clericaux et
les ddmocrates placent leur id^al de l’avenir dans
le Moyen Age: ils voudralent que la concurrence fut
temperee
,
^que la richesse fut limit ee, que la pro-
duction fut subordinee aux besoins. Ce sont des
reveries que Marx ^regardait corame reactionnaires et
par suite comme negllgeables, parce <ju*il lui sembl-
ait que le capitalisms ^tait entralne dans la vole
d'un progres incoercible; ^ais aujourd'hui nous voy-
ons des puissances considerables se co^iser pour
essayer de reformer I'economie eoonomlo capitalists
dans le sens medieval, au moyen de lols. Le social
-
isn^e parlementaire voudrait s’unir aux moralistes, a
l'Eglise et k la democratic dans le but d'enrayer le
mouvement capitalists; et cela ne serait peut-etre
pas impossible, etant donnee la lachete bourgeoise. ( 39)
>
It was on the basis of the foregoing critique of par-
i
i
1 liamentary-socialism and its leaders that Sorel set forth a new
i
interpretation of socialism that carried him into the ranks of
the syndicalists. This critique of the parliamentarians is at
the same time a clue to his syndicalist theories which are a
positive affirmation of all that he found lacking in the orth-
odox and revisionist forms of socialism. Indeed in his work
as a whole, the positive affirmations on syndicalism are but
j!
the affirmative statement of his negative critique of social-
ism: the former grows out of the latter.
The syndlcats . In France, worker’s syndlcats had ex-
isted prior to 1884, but it was only in that year that they
were legalized. (^O) As in England, they were formed by work-
ers whose economic and social well-being was governed by the
—
39. Sorel, RV, 121,2.
40. Levasseur, QOIF, 715. (See 718 for beginning of syndlcats)
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33
same particular branch of the productive system. (4l) Syndicate
existed in nearly all the major trades. The essential bond of
union was economic. Their point of origin was also quite nat-
urally a spontaneous one, namely, the reactions of working men
and women to the worst features of nineteenth century industr-
ialism; long hours of labor, low wages, poor working conditions,
and lack of security in terms of steady work throughout the
year, ^he formation of syndicate was essentially an attempt
on the part of the workers to remedy the above evils in the
various trades on which their livelihood depended. Thus in the
beginning the syndicats were not of a political nature at all.
As their membership increased under the stimulus of nineteenth
century industrial conditions, their political importance as-
sumed increasing proportions with the result that all political
groupscoveted their friendship and control. As a means to this
end members of various political groups were urged to Join the
syndicats and try to win them over to the side of particular
political Interests. As a result the syndicats at various
times came under the influence of different political parties.
However, being essentially economic in nature, they generally
maintained an independent position in politics, choosing to
support those whom they believed favorable to their cause. (42)
41. Examples of such syndicats were those in the fields of
mining, textile Industry, and printing.
42. Similar to the present policy of the American Federation
of L&b2£.
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Economic conditions gradually forced the various syn-
dicats to come together into more centralized organizations
with the result that general associations comprising a number
of local syndicats were soon developed. The most important of
/ /
these general confederations were the Federation nationals des
syndicats, the Federation des bourses du travail du France ,
and the Confederation generale du travail . (43)
The principal issue that soon developed in the conven-
tions of the above bodies was the problem of tactics capable o
winning concessions from employers. Under socialist leader-
ship the political aspect had been given much consideration,
but gradually there developed a decided trend in the direction
of economic action using the weapon of the strike. From the
idea of local strikes against individual employers there grad-
ually appeared the concept of a general strike that would par-
alyze all industry at the same time and there-by be more effect-
ive in coercing employers. In the struggle over tactics grad-
ually a majority of workers recorded themselves in favor of the
general strike which proved to be a severe blow to socialist
leadership in the syndicats .( 44) The most radical steps in
the direction of economic rather than political action, was
taken by the C.G-.T. and it was in this group that the germs of
revolutionary syndicalism were nurtured. It was to provide a
43. The Federation natlonale des syndicate was founded in
1886; the Federation des bourses du travail in 1892;
the Confederation generale du travall ( C.Q-.T. ) in 1895.
44. Laldler, HST, 363.
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philosophical and sociological basis for this group, the C.G-.T.
that the Intellectual work of Sorel, Lagardelle, and Berth, was
carried on.
The revolutionary role of the svndlcats in Sorel* s
s chema . Sorel had criticized the parliamentary-socialists for
their demagogic aims in relation to the proletariat; he was
convinced that the role they had asked the latter to play was
simply that of securing the election of socialists who would
fornoja political bureaucracy. The proletariat as organized in
the syndicate, appeared in an entirely different light to
Sorel. He saw in them the Immediate means of fulfilling the
.
predictions of Marx concerning the historic role of the work-
ing class in terms of revolutionary action. He believed that
ji
the syndicate embodied the very essence of Marxism by the nat-
ure of their olace in the productive system and their class
solidarity. First, he recognized that in the syndicats there
was developed a keen consciousness of working class solidarity
and he says that ".
.
.1* ensemble des travailleurs forme un
corps; les interets de tous sont solidaires; nul ne peut aban-
ii /\ / /donner la cause de sea camarades sans etre consldere comme un
traitre." ( 45)
Sorel also saw in the syndicats proof of the Marxian
thesis that capitalism, by the very nature of its inherent laws
of development, would throw the working class into revolution-
45. Sorel, MTP, 102.
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ary organizations. ( 46) Such organizations he conceived the
syndicate to be and he desired to swing them far to the left
to fulfill the Marxian prediction. Thus when he wrote that
".
. .
tout l'avenir du socialisms reside dans le developpement
autonome des syndicats ouvriers." it must be kept in mind that
he has harmonized the development of the syndicats with revolu-
tionary Marxism. (47)
In harmony with this view of the syndicats, Sorel set
forth his theories of syndicalism for the guidance of the syn-
dicats in the struggle for socialism. (48) He conceived class
war to be the basic principle of socialist tactics, but in the
new conditions created by the growth of the syndicats it was to
be much more meaningful and direct than heretofore; also much
more violent.
Direct action . The most fundamental aspect of the syn-
!
dicats that impressed Sorel was the fact that by means of them
the workers were brought into a direct struggle with their em-
ployers without recourse to intermediaries. He saw the worker
brought into direct contact with the opposition that he was
striving to overcome. (49) The introduction of the method of
1 1
_ m
46. Sorel, MTP, 133.
|
47. RV, 94,5.
48. Sorel usually referred to the future state that was to be
be ushered in by syndicalism as socialism, not as might be
expected, syndicalism .
49. Sorel, RV, 94,5.
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direct action Sorel attributed to the influx of anarchists into
the syndicate, (50) It is for this reason that he always held
Pelloutier in such high esteem. (51) Sorel compared this influx
of anarchists into the syndicats to the Protestant Reformation:
the former saved socialism from middle class deviation; the
latter saved Christianity from Humanism. ( 52)
Despite the fact that direct action is usually connect-
ed with the name of Sorel it is obvious from the above that he
simply made use of a concept that was already in use among
many leaders of the workers.
50. This anarchist influx into the syndicats took place prin-
cipally in the Federation des bourses du travail which
from 1894- until 1902 was the most important syndicat organ-
ization in France. It was in the local bourses that syn-
dicalist ideas first became accepted. The more radical
C.G.T. after frequent clashes with the former, finally
amalgamated with it in 1902 and the former was soon swal-
lowed up by the C.G.T. which from that time on represented
the main body of French syndicalism.
51. Pelloutier had an anarchist -^communist background and car-
ried his ideas into the Federation des bourses which he
served as secretary from 1893 until his death in 1901. jus
a year before the amalgamation with the C.G.T. Sorel *s
regard for him seems to rest on the fact that Pelloutier
carried into the syndicats three elements of social philos-
ophy which he himself accepted, namely, to oppose economic)
action to political action on behalf of the workers; that
the workers free themselves from every institution that
had not production as its main purpose; and that the
bourses were to be regarded as the nuclei of the future
society. This was the very essence of Sorel* s credo and
was first clearly stated by Pelloutier.
It is not to be wondered at then, that Sorel paid such
compliments to Pelloutier.
52. Sorel, RV, 57.
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Sprel and violence . Definitely committed to the use off
violence, Sorel presented a Justification of his position in a
most unique fashion* In his theory two distinct types of vio-
lence may he distinguished. First there are those acts of
savagery which were attached to the eighteenth century attitude
towards the state. In accordance with the philosophy of natur-J
al law, men of the eighteenth century concluded that a return
to the fundamental principles of truth, goodness, and Justice,
must he carried out through the centralized power of the state
153
which was conceived as limitless in its powers of enforcement.
Such a view of the state, in Sorel' s opinion, naturally Justi-
fied the employment of terroristic methods; those acts of sav-
agery characteristic of the French Revolution. He regarded
acts of violence of this type as manifestations of middle class
violence and not of proletarian violence. Thus in the French
Revolution Sorel insisted that it was the middle class element
that proved most savage in its reprisals against its enemies.(5^t
This feature was characteristic of all middle class revolutions
according to Sorel. (55)
The second type of violence recognized hy Sorel he con-
ceived to he utterly different from that Just noted. He be-
lieved that the development of capitalism had displaced the
former worship of the Dleu-Etat and had replaced it with new
53.
54 .
55.
i
li
Sorel, RV, 150,1.
,
RV, 152.
Sorel means the revolutions hy which the industrial class
freed itself from the political restraints of feudalism.
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confidence in the powers of the individual. ( 56) This individ-
ualism developed by virtue of nineteenth century industrialism
and the place of the proletariat in the scheme of production,
did not reject violence as a means of attaining its ends, but
it was of such a nature that it rendered null and void the idea
of violence associated with middle class revolution. The vio-
lence of the proletariat Sorel conceived to be utterly differ-
ent from that manifested in the revolution of '93 for instance:
Les violences proletariennes n ont aucun rapport
avec ces proscriptions; elles sont purement et simp-
lement des actes de guerre, elles ont la valeur de
d^nonstrations milltalres et servant a marquer la
separation des classes. Tout ce qui touche a la gu-
erre se produit sans haine et sans esprit de venge-
ance; en guerre on ne tue pas les vaincus; on ne fait
pas supporter sa des etres^ inoffenslfs les consequences
des deboires que les armees peuvent avoir eprouvees
sur les champs de bataille; la force s'^tale alors
suivant sa nature, sans Jamais pretendre rien eraprun-
ter aux procedures vque la society engage contre des
crimlnels.(57)
Thus proletarian violence was conceived by Sorel as wholly
lacking in the spirit of savagery and vengeance, qualities pe-
culiar to all middle class revolutions. This was the essence
of the distinction he made between proletarian and middle class
violence; the distinction between violence and force . Force he
conceived to be the typical middle class savagery in times of
revolution. However, there was also attached to the distinc-
tion a political connotation. Thus he argued that force was
the means of imposing the will of a minority in the social
56. Sorel, RV, 14-3,4.
57.
,
RV, l6l.
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order, while violence was the means of destroying a social
order controlled by a minority:
. . * Je suis d avis qu ily aurait grand avantage
v
a adopter une terminologie qui ne donnerait lieu
v
a aucune ambigu’ite' et qu’il faufralt r^server le
terrae violence pour la deuxi&tne acceptation; nous
dirions done que la force a pour objet d'imposer
1* organisation d'un certain ordre social dans le-
quel
N
une mlnorite' gouverne, tandis que la violence
tend a la/ destruction de cet ordre. La bourgeoisie
a employe la force depuis le dlbut ^es temps mod-
ernes, tandis que le proletariat reagit maintenant
contre elle et contre l'Etat par la violence. ( 53)
In view of this distinction then, class war was con-
ceived by Sorel as carried on in the spirit of militarism with
no thought of hatred and revenge, but simply as two opposing
armies in a campaign: that of simple and direct struggle for
mastery. Conceived in this fashion, Sorel was convinced that
proletarian violence was therefore a refinement of the nature
of violence. He wrote: "
. . .
la notion de lutte de classe
tend 'a epurer la notion de violence. "( 59) Thus he concluded
that savagery would not accompany proletarian violence, saying:
Nous avons le droit de conclure de la que l'on ne
saurait confondre les violences syndicallstes exercees
au cours des greves par des prol^taires qui veulent le
renversement de l'Etat, avec ces actes de sauvagerie que
la superstition de l'Etat a sugg^rds aux r^volut ionnaires
de '93, quand ils eurent le pouvoir en main et qu'lls
purent exercer sur les vaincus 1* oppression. ,-- en suiv-
ant les pr^ncipes qu'lls avaient recus de l'Egllse et^ de
la royaute. Nous avons le droit d*esperer qu'une res-
olution socialiste poursuivie par de purs syndicallstes
ne seralt souill^e par les abominations qui souillerent
les revolutions bourgeoises. (60)
-
H
58. Sorel, RV, 256,7.
59.
,
RV, 162.
60.
,
RV, 165,6.
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Sorel* g view of the state . Sorel *s view of the state
was In harmony with his analysis of violence at the point where
he believed the state entered into the problem of violence. He
regarded the new era of individualism as a complete refutation
of the eighteenth century view of the state. The syndicats for
him were the expression of this new individualism and it is
significant that direct action implied that among those inter-
mediaries excluded from the struggle bewteen capital and labor,
the first and foremost was the state. It will also be observed
that this attitude towards the state involved his critique of
parliamentary-socialism at this point. The parliamentarians,
in his opinion, were merely attempting to capture the state for
their own purposes when what was really required was to strip
the state of all its powers which it uses so ruthlessly. The
real task of socialism was therefore an attack on the state.
In this attitude towards the state one can again detect the
influence of Proudhon and it is quite significant that in his
longest work on Proudhon, the central problem is that of the
state. (61) Indeed Sorel* s whole individualistic outlook is a
reflection of Proudhon with whom he agreed in his repudiation
of a communistic socialism. ( 62)
The syndicalists did not propose to follow the tactics
of Jaures in their dealings with the state, namely, to make it
serve the role of social reformer by means of compulsion.
61. Sorel, MTP, Exegeses proudhoniennes . Appendix on 4l5ff.
62. See quotation from Pirou p.31, in which this mentioned.
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According to Sorel, syndicalism was devoted to the task of de-
stroying the state: "Les syndicallstes ne se proposent pas de
reformer l'Stat comrae se le proposalent les homines du XVI I
I
e
siecle; ils voudraient le de'truire. "( 63) Thus did the thought
of Sorel at this point harmonize with the anti-patriotism of
the Communist Manifesto .
With the elimination of the state as an intermediary
between worker and employer one is faced with the problem of
the specific nature of direct action, namely, what kind of
direct action is the best calculated to succeed? For Sorel,
as for most of the syndicalist group, there was but one answer
to this problem the general strike.' The smaller strikes had
turned out to be surprisingly successful and it is not to be
wondered at that the workers should gradually realize the po-
tential power they held in their hands if a general strike
could be organized throughout the entire country. This idea
had long been discussed and was far from losing its interest
for the workers. In the syndicalist ranks the idea had been
particularly popular and it is not surprising that Sorel should
adopt it, particularly in view of the fact that Pelloutier,
whom Sorel admired so much, advocated it strongly. It was in
the discussion of the concept of the general strike that Sorel
made his most original contribution, namely, his theory of
social myths, and thus before turning to the general strike
itself it is perhaps advisable to examine what Sorel meant by
social myths.
63. Sorel, RV, 163.
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The nature of social mvths . Examples of social myths
have already been referred to In the chapter on Corel’s social-
1st period, however, It is perhaps advisable to give further
exemplification as an introduction to a more detailed consider-
ation of the theory of myths. The belief of the early Christ-
ians in the second coming of Christ is one of the examples that
Sorel frequently used in illustrating his theory. According to
him the principal reason for the success of early Christianity
was this belief in the speedy return of Christ to overthrow
evil and establish goodness and Justice. Under the stimulus of
such an idea the emotions of the early Christians were so ar-
oused that they became invincible and swept all before them;
Christianity was established largely on the basis of this all-
conquering enthusiasm, aroused by faith in the belief that
Jesus would return soon. It made no difference that time pass-
ed without the looked-for event actually taking place: truth
and falsity have nothing to do with such myths according to
Sorel. They depend for their effects on the affective life
and not on their rationality. Thus it is evident that they are
primarily a spur to action in terms of a body of images that
stimulate the sentiments:
II faut Juger les mythes comme des moyens d'agir
sur le pre'sent.
. .(64)
i
s
i
. • • c est-a-dire une organisation d images cap-
able d'4voquer instinctivement tous les sentements. ( 65)
64. Sorel, RV, 180.
65.
,
RV, 182.
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One can say then that myths are stimulants to action on the
basis of images that call forth certain sentiments. As already
j!
indicated, the question concerning the truth or falsity of a
myth is quite superficial according to Sorel. Thus concerning
the belief of the early Christians in the speedy return of
Jesus and the resultant overthrow of the pagan world, Sorel
remarks as follows:
La catastrophe ne se produisit pas, mais la pensee
chr^tienne tira un tel parti du mythe apocalypt ique
que certains savants contemporains voudraient que
toute la predication de Je'sus e\Vt port^ sur ce sujet
unique. (66)
For Sorel, the way in which man can overcome the pre-
sent without reasoning about the future, is through the medium
of social myths. -By means of these “constructions d'un avenir
indetermine dans les temps immediate action is induced and
this was the essential thought behind Sorel' s application of
the theory of social myths to the idea of the general strike.
Actually the idea of social myths may be applied to a
wider area of social and historical interpretation than Sorel
considered. He applied it principally in two fields, namely,
church history and working class development. In the former
he attributed much of the success of Roman Catholicism to the
!
use of myths. He also saw in Calvinism a good example of the
use of myths. Attention has already been drawn to their use
in early Christianity
. (67) It was in the exemplification of
the use of myths in historical Christianity that Sorel also
|
;!
66. Sorel, RV, 178.
67. Sorel, material in Letter to Daniel Halevy in RV.

Ideveloped his pessimism which has been observed as one of the
elements of his traditionalist thought. (68) According to
Sorel there was always present in a social myth a certain de-
gree of pessimism which aided calling forth supreme efforts,
as in the case of myths of the Roman Catholic Church. The lat-
ter always conceived of itself as engaged in a life and death
struggle with the forces of evil and although the forces of
goodness were on the side of the former, a gigantic struggle
ensued in which only by means of tremendous efforts would the
victory be assured for the church. This despite the fact that
the forces of God were bound to win in the end; in this case
the Roman Catholic Church. According to Sorel, historians
overlook the tremendous historical importance of this pessim-
ism of action as contrasted with the ordinary type of meta-
physical pessimism. It is this type of pessimism, a pessimism
of action calling forth supreme efforts and sacrifices, that
constitutes the inner essence of great social movements. ( 69)
Of Sorel' s use of the social myth in connection with
the working class, more will be observed in the following chap-
ter. For the present it is sufficient to observe that the
theory of social myths was capable of a much wider application
than Sorel gave to it. In the field of secular history he does
refer to a few examples such as the unselfish sacrifice of the
soldiers of Napoleon. However, in general it must be said that
Sorel did not apply the theory as widely as it seems possible
to do.
68. See p.3^.
69. Sorel, RV, 17-19ff.
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The general strike as a social myth . By applying the
theory of social myths to the Idea of the general strike, Sorel
believed that he had removed from the latter all the problems
attendant upon the possibility of it ever taking place, a prob-
lem that had led to numerous controversies within the syndicats
Sorel argued that Just as the truth or falsity of the second
coming of Christ had nothing to do with the efficacy of this
conviction in producing a great religious and social movement,
so too the question of the possibility of the general strike
ever occurring had nothing to do with the problem. (70) It is
sufficient, he maintained, that as a myth this idea Is capable
of calling forth the sentiments of the working class and en-
couraging them in their fight for emancipation. Myths are nec-|
essary to every revolutionary movement and the general strike
is the myth of the revolutionary proletariat, he Insisted. It
Inspires hope, provides the immediate stimulant to action that
all great social movements have possessed, and it keeps social-
ism ever young.
This theory of Sorel actually received scant attention
from his colleagues in syndicalism. They were interested in
real strikes, not possible or ideal strikes. This is further
evidence of the small influence Sorel had on the syndicalist
movement as a whole. Again, the theory of social myths is too
often over-emphasized in Sorel* s work which presented other
features of equal, if not of greater importance. Certainly in
his monarchist relations it was not this theory that seems to
70. Sorel, RV, 180-185.
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have been most acceptable to Maurras and his friends, and in
terms of actual personal influence and practical use of his
doctrines this was his most influential period. Nor did
Mussolini mention the doctrine when paying tribute to Sorel.
For both Mussolini and Maurras it was the theory of direct
action that was most acceptable.
The economic and mora l role of the syndicate . In har-
mony with Marx in regard to the recognition of the value of
capitalist technique in production, Sorel was convinced that
the training of the workers in the capitalist workshops was one
of the most fundamental aspects of the syndicate. Fvery effort
ought to be directed to the end of increased production, a view
held generally by all syndicalists. The reason for this is
obvious, since in the future socialist society the syndicate
would be charged with the task of production of necessary goods
for consumption. Indeed this over-emphasis on the producer to
the neglect of the consumer is one of the principal criticisms
socialists have made of syndicalist theory. Sorel had the pro-
ducer point of view uppermost in his mind, so much so that he
opposed the eight hour day proposals and all forms of industri-
al sabotage. (71) !
While recognizing the value of immediate amelioration
of proletarian needs in terms of cheaper and better food and
clothing, Sorel was nevertheless opposed to cooperatives. In
the first place he disliked their democratic tendencies, a
71. Perrin, IQS, 96.
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characteristic feature of the cooperative movement . (72) And in
the second place, he believed that since their principal aim
was not that of urging the proletariat to transform the capit-
alist world, they were therefore of little ultimate value. (73)
The general vagueness of the syndicalist view of the
exact nature of the future social order they proposed to usher
in does not allow of a detailed exposition of economic process-
es under the control of the syndicats. Like the average syndi-
calist in this respect, Sorel's views were no more enlightening
at this point. The principal contention is simply that the
methods of production in a socialist society will be under the
control of the syndicats.
In regard to his moral preoccupat ions during his syndi-
calist period, Sorel arrived at a far more practical point of
view than had heretofore characterized his moral inquiries. It
is not so much that he has given up the more metaphysical as-
pects of his ethics, but that his principal outlook at this
time was that of determining the agencies whereby moral teach-
ing might be imparted to the workers. Such an agency he found
in the syndicats. Indeed in his reading of de Fousiers' work
on the English trade-unions he had noted the moral influence
they exerted on their members; many had given up strong drink
after joining the English unions. (74) And in reply to Durkheim
72. Sorel, ISM, 172.
73.
,
I EM, 124.
74.
,
MTP, 129.
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who was seeking an agency capable of putting a stop to moral
degeneration, Sorel called his attention to the syndicats. (75)
In Sorel' s syndicalism the economic and moral roles of
the syndicats were thus conceived as going hand in hand, a view
which Pelloutier had advanced much earlier than Sorel. Thus
when in dealing with Sorel Laidler remarks that he thought the
main task of syndicalism to be the training of the workers in
capitalist workshops to develop their capacities, it must also
be observed that this implied both technical and moral capacit-
ies. For him economic and moral discipline went together and
both were to be developed through the syndicats. This emphasis
P
does not imply that Sorel had ceased to view the family as the
basic dispenser of morals; there is no indication that he ever
contrasted the two. Near the end of L'avenlr so c la l ls t e des
syndicats he does make reference to the relation of women and
children in the syndicats, but not in such a way as to imply
any antagonism between the syndicat and the family. Indeed he
seems rather to regard the syndicat as a bolster of family life
and family morality
. (76) What is intended here by emphasizing
the moral role of the syndicats in relation to their economic
role, is simply to show that in his syndicalist period he found
a practical expression for his ethical theories, namely the
syndicats.
75. Sorel, MTP, 127.
76.
,
MTP, 130.
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Conclusions . If Sorel 1 s socialist period represented
his immediate reactions to his introduction to the work of Marx
his syndicalist period would seem to represent the results of
further reflection on the proper interpretation of Marx in the
light of the Dreyfus case and the growth of the syndicats. The
former convinced Sorel of the futility of interpreting Marx in
terms of parliamentary methods. The second convinced Sorel of
the practical possibilities of revolutionary class struggle by
means of the syndicats. Thus his syndicalism essentially re-
presented a revolutionary interpretation of Marxism. It is
for this reason that he is frequently referred to as a Neo-
Marxist and Sorel often observed that his own work was simply
a continuation of that of Marx in light of the growth of the
syndicat movement since the time of Marx.
*
In connection with the preceding periods of Sorel s life
as dealt with in the foregoing chapters, several interesting
features may be noted. First, in relation to his socialist pen.
iod. The most important consideration to be observed is that
Sorel as a syndicalist completely rejected the democratic point
of view which he had held while a socialist. This also implied
a rejection of the state as the organ of social reform which
_
\
Jaures conceived it to be. As a socialist* the overthrow of
capitalism appeared to him principally as the downfall of cap-
italist political life from which result would also come the
downfall of capitalist economic life. Socialist control of the
state would insure this economic reversal. However, as a syn-
dicalist, he conceived that the reversal of capitalist economy
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would result not from the capture of tha state by socialism,
i
but by the destruction of the state by syndicalism.
Second, in regard to the relations of his syndicalist
and traditionalist periods, several elements that had appeared
in his traditionalism remained, unexpressed during his socialist
relations, but were reaffirmed in his syndicalist writings.
Perhaps the most important of these was his anti-democratic
views. This anti-democracy which was barely hinted at in his
first works as a traditionalist became one of the most charac-
teristic features of his syndicalist theory. Similarly, his
pessimism was expressed in the earliest period, almost wholly
lacking in his socialist writings, and reappeared stronger than
ever in his syndicalist ’"orks. The hint in his traditionalism
that violence might be justifiable was also ignored in the
middle period, but became the cornerstone of his syndicalist
philosophy. The theory of myths, which was developed in his
syndicalist waitings reflects his traditionalist interest in
the Platonic myths and his suspicion of scientific nationalism
as a means of solving social problems. However, this was also
exoressed to some extent in the anti-intellectualism of his
socialist period. ±he opposition to the state which he touch-
ed on in his traditional writing ,ras denied in his socialist
stage and reaffirmed with more emphasis than ever in his syndi-
calist works. Sorel's recognition of class division covered
all three periods of his thought thus far, but seems to have
become mo^e pronounced in his syndicalist period.
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Sorel's moral preoccupations covered all three periods,
however a development may be observed in this connection. As
a traditionalist he seems to have been largely unaware of the
external factors influencing morality which is clearly recog-
nized when as a socialist he relates morals and the materialist
conception of history. Finally, as a syndicalist, he seems to
affirm a close relation between morality and economics by re-
garding the syndicate as the centers of both the economic and
the moral life.
Finally, it ought to be kept in mind that Sorel did
not create syndicalist theory as might be Judged from numerous
writings on Sorel and syndicalsim. For the most part his syn-
;
dicallst views were accepted as basic long before Sorel enter-
ed the movement. Pelloutier had far more to do with the forma-
tion of syndicalist social philosophy than Sorel. The most
original doctrines that Sorel carried into the syndicalist
movement were his theory of social myths and his Justification
of violence both of which created no changes in the fundament-
als of syndicalism. Furthermore, these two doctrines were of
such a,n abstract nature that few syndicalists troubled to read
them, which is indicative of the wide gap that existed between
the theoretical work of Sorel and the practical problems of
the workers and their leaders. Seemingly it was this highly
theoretical nature of Sorel's work that prevented him from ex-
erting any significant influence on syndicalism as a whole.
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ICHAPTER VI
SOREL AND THE MONARCHISTS
Sprel breaks with syndicalism . During the years of
his syndicalist relations Sorel really believed that his works
interpreted the essence of the syndicalist movement. Actually
there had always existed a wide divergence between his scholar-
ly studies and working class actualities. For the most part
the rank and file of syndicalists knew nothing of his work nor
were they interested in theoretical Justifications of syndical-
ist action. They were principally concerned with achieving im-
mediate results in terms of higher wages, better working con-
ditions, and adequate worker's pensions. Many of these were
former anarchists, who, if they held to a social philosophy at
all, believed in doctrines radically different from those of
Sorel. Pirou says of the syndicalist group:
/
. . .
ils se representaient la societe de 1 avenir
sous une forme tres optimiste et revalent d’^un ^tat
social que carac teriseraient
,
dans l’ordre economique,
la diminution du travail, l’abondance des richesses,
la facilit/ de consommation et, dans I’ordre moral,
le liberte' des relations sexuelles et l* affranchisse-
mant de la femme. Cl)
From what has been observed heretofore concerning the pessimism
I. Pirou, GS, 37.
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and moral tendencies of Sorel, It is obvious that there was
nothing in common between the ideas of these anarcho-syndical-
ists and his own. It was a far cry from the basic material
considerations of the former and the moral aims of Sorel who
had cried that the world will become more just only as it be-
comes more moral. Thus when the syndicats adopted sabotage
methods in their struggle against their employers, Sorel, who
had always opposed indiscriminate violence, protested against
it, but without effect.
In the field of tactics a wholly different attitude
appeared on the part of the syndicalists that was equally re-
prehensible to Sorel. A maturer syndicalism recognized the
value of cooperation with other groups and there appeared a
tendency to cooperate with the socialists in the interest of
immediate working class reforms. This was a shocking turn of
events for Sorel who had been the bitter enemy of all democrat-
ic action in terms of party cooperation. Thus in 1908 he broke
with Lagardelle who was himself an intellectual in the syndi-
calist ranks, and in 1910 Sorel announced that syndicalism had
not come up to his expectations: "II me semble que syndicallsme
n'a pas realise ce qu'on attendait de lui."(2) There is also
a hint that Sorel was losing his taste for militant action as
he grew older. Thus in Confesslonl he wrote as follows in this
2. Johannet, II, 204
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connection:
Je me sens trop ^ieux pour attendre des ^spoirs loin-
tains et j’ai resolu d* employer les annees dont Je
puis encore disposer Na approfondir d'autres questions
qui interessent vivement la Jeunesse francaise. ( 3)
But Sorel’s work was not yet finished and by a peculiar com-
bination of circumstances he was drawn into another movement
marking another phase of his career, namely, into the French
monarchist movement which, under the auspices of the Action
Franpaise, sought a restoration of the hereditary monarchy. ( A)
3. Johannet, II, 205.
A. Soltau's sketch of the monarchist group is here quoted in
part since it suggests many differences and similarities
in relation to Sorel's doctrines.
"The neo-traditionalism of the three B 1 s -- Brunetiere,
Bourget, Barrls -- was more of a philosophy, a doctrine,
an attitude towards life than a political system ready for
immediate application, and the Llgue de la Patrlefe fran -
calse . of which they were the founders, was more of a
grouping of the like-minded from different camps than an
army ready to enter the political fray. Formed in January
1899, under the leadership of a number of members of the
Academy who wished to show that the intellectuals were not
all on the side of Dreyfus, the Ligue itself did not live
very long: it was too vague in its declarations, too heter-
ogenous in its membership, to carry much weight. Its col-
lapse after the elections of 1902 showed the need for a
more definite programme, expressed by some homogenous
organization capable of effective intervention in public
affairs. The formation both of this programme and of this
organization was the work of Charles Maurras.
"The nucleus of this new group were known by this sign:
that they were unshaken in their prosecution of Dreyfus by
the discovery that Qolonel Henry was a forger. Responsible
for the theory of forgery for patriotic purposes . Maurras
imposed on a steadily Increasing band his conviction that
integral nationalism could not be realized without the Mon-
archy, and that a monarchical restoration was quite possible
if its partisans were sufficiently well organized and ready
to use any means for the discrediting of the existing sys-
tem and the ushering in of another. It was all a matter of]
clear uncompromising doctrine and of will power. Taking
the bull by the horns, he carried out, in the first years
of the century, an exhaustive Inquiry among Conservative
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Nothing could seem more contradictory to the ideas of Sorel
than the aims and ideals of this group, nevertheless there was
a strong similarity between the two at many points. Of this
similarity mention will be made shortly.
leaders to discover how many would be prepared to welcome
the King back into his own: the results, embodied in his
book, L*£nau§te sur la monarchle i 1900-1909) . were favour-
able enough for the launching of a definitely Royalist
organization, which soon superseded the moribund Llgue de
la Patrle francalse . Until the outbreak of the war nat-
ionalism was scarcely to be distinguished from the new
body, nor its creed from the philosophy of Maurras, who
in almost dally articles and numerous books carried on a
relentless propaganda on which it is hard to pass an
equitable Judgement. Great powers of style and extra-
ordinary lucidity of thought and expression, a singular
gift for repeating the same arguments in a thousand un-
forgettable forms, were Joined to violence of invective,
readiness to misrepresent adversaries and complete dis-
regard for the ordinary decencies of controversy: all who
disagreed were fools or rogues, usually both; France was
daily being betrayed, and imagination was never lacking
for the discovery of something to make the reader's flesh
creep. Nor was the violence confined to language, or rev-
olution an academic abstraction. Direct action was the
principle on which the policy of the movement was based:
personal intimidation and assault, breaking up meetings,
organized resistance to authority whenever practicable,
terrorization of opponents in every possible form, such
were the methods, both before and -- especially — after
the war, of the party which claimed to be rooted in social
order. It is probable, in fact, that more moderation and
a greater readiness to credit the sincerity of opponents
would have proved more successful: many potential friends
were alienated by this perpetuating of a polemical spirit
and of methods of brutal violence that all decent people
believed to have been buried with the end of the Dreyfus
crisis. The reply of Maurras was, of course, that the
crisis was not over; that France was more than ever in the
hands of those Jews, Protestants, Freemasons and natural-
ized aliens who were always sacrificing her to their own
nefarious schemes.
"The doctrine of Maurras and the Action francalse -- it
is scarcely necessary to distinguish between them -- is
but the nationalist creed writ large, and we need stress
only three of its specific aspects, Monarchy, Decentral-
ization and Catholicism. “ (Soltau, FPT, 386-89)
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Imm edlate factors In Sorel' s monarchist relations .
Georges Valois, a former disciple of Sorel, had shrewdly de-
tected both the value and the difficulty in his master s work.
He recognized the highly theoretical character of it and in
1904-1905 be proceeded to extract from it a more realistic
doctrine remarking that Sorel avalt interprets le mouvement
syndical contre les lecons de la reallte."(5) By 1906 Valois
was to be found in the ranks of the Action francalse where he
was applying the teaching of his master to the edification of
the monarchist supporters. About 1907 he also founded Revue
critique des idees et des llvres which was the instrument of
an attempt to unite the anti-democrats of the right and left
respectively. Both Sorel and Berth contributed to this review
/
of their former disciple. L& Cite francalse was another review
*
with strong nationalistic tendencies to which Sorel contribut-
ed, indeed it was founded by Sorel, Berth, and Pierre Gilbert.
The review failed to appear however. (6) The article prepared
for the first issue by Sorel, like all of his articles of this
period, present all the old themes, anti-democracy, pessimism,
anti-intellectualism, and moral heroism; this time with a
strong nationalistic bias running through the whole.
In 1910 Paul Bourget translated Sorel' s ideas into
bourgeois terms in his work La barricade and Sorel said con-
cerning it, "Je serais heureux si son grand talent pouvait
5. Valois, USA, 208.
6. Sorel' s article is reproduced in Johannet II, 206ff.
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determiner la bourgeoisie a. se defendre et a abandonner enfin,
en face de la courageuse ardeur de l' adversaire, sa coupable e
peu glorieuse resignat ion. " (7 ) This work of Bourget was in
the form of a play and actually did not offer a solution of
the problem of labor and the middle class. It simply revealed
a middle class that could be as stubborn and militant as the
workers, and at the end of the play both worker and employer
were to be found on 'different sides of the barricade.' How-
ever he made it clear in an article that accompanied copies of
the play that he had created it on the basis of Sorel's theor-
ies, particularly on the theory of direct action which in the
play is used by workers and employers both. Bourget portrayed
a fighting middle class as Sorel believed that it once was and
might become again.
f
/
In 1911 the first issue of L Indeoendance appeared
under the direction of Sorel and Jean Variot. In 1912 there
also appeared the Cahiers du cercle Proudhon and was the ex-
pression of a group founded in 1911 by Valois, Berth, and Henri
Lagrange, and it was fully intended at that time to put the
organization under the direction of Sorel. It was in relation
to this group that Sorel seemed definitely to have committed
himself to monarchist tendencies. In 1914 the Proudhon group
I
demanded the restoration of the monarchy and Berth was prominent
among them. Moreover, in 1913 Berth had also written a tribute
to both Sorel and Maurras, arguing that it was out of the work
7. Pirou, G-S
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and thought of these two that both France and Europe would be
regenerated . (8) In view of the close relations between Sorel,
I
Berth, and Valois, it naturally appeared that the former had
committed himself to the restoration of the monarchy. Indeed
it was largely through the actions of his disciples that Sorel
was drawn into the monarchist group. Actually Sorel at no time
made a statement capable of supporting the thesis that he de-
sired the return of the monarchy in France. It Is for this
reason that Pirou and others have maintained that this conclus-
ion was merely a fiction based on the actions of his disciples
Berth and Valois. Certainly it seems to have been largely
their actions that provided the immediate factors which drew
Sorel into association with the reactionary monarchist group.
Similarities between the theories of Sorel and those
of the Monarchists . Apart from the influence of his former
disciples entirely, there was much in the doctrines of Sorel
that fitted into the scheme of Maurras and his group almost as
well as formerly it fitted into syndicalism. First of all
there was the anti -democratic note that characterized Sorel*
s
work. This fitted most naturally into the monarchist ideology
which hated the Third Republic more than anything else, except
perhaps the Jews. Although optimistic in its outlook, never-
theless the members of the Action franca lse could find in
Sorel’ s pessimism of conduct a harmonious relation with their
own views: they too had tremendous obstacles to overcome, and
8. Pirou, GS, 44,5
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the recognition of such handicaps was after all no small part
of Corel’s theory of pessimism. And in the hurdling of these
obstacles was there not also involved something of the moral
heroism Sorel had so admired in the Greeks and early Christians.
There were also moral and religious affinities between Sorel
and Maurras. The latter was constantly reminding his follow-
ers that the crusade in which they were engaged was a moral
one which had as its aim the elimination of moral and social
corruption that was ushered in by the Third Republic. (9) From
the religious point of view there was also an affinity bewteen
them. Sorel had been a keen student of church history and in
general quite sympathetic to the aims of Christianity, more
particularly in the moral field. He had also expressed strong
Catholic sympathies at times. One of the chief aims of the
Maurras group was the restoration of the power and priviliges
of the Catholic Church. Sorel’ s suggestions concerning a
stiffening of middle class resistance against the advance of
republicanism and socialism had also been observed by members
of the extreme right. Valois had carried this doctrine right
into the ranks of the Action francalse . There was also a sense
in whfth Sorel might be said to have made his bid for social
change among the elite rather than among the proletariat as
usually interpreted. He had appealed to the syndicate which in
9. Dimnet expresses the same belief in the moral degeneracy
that accompanied the birth of the Third Republic. Indeed
Dimnet and Maurras express the same point of view as a
whole. (See Dimnet' s FHA)
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reality were formed of the aristocracy of labor rather than of
the lowest elements of the working class. Maurras too was bid-
ding for the support of the elite, albeit a different type from
the former. Finally, Maurras made no attempt to hide his
method of direct action by which he hoped to make a sudden
coup d'etat. The method was already in widespread use by
Maurras' group although in such minor affairs as breaking up
meetings of opponents and so on; in this latter there was some
evidence to prove that Maurras had more respect for the Sorel-
ian theories of violence perhaps than the master himself. The
former certainly made no such fine distinctions in the nature
of violence as did Sorel.
From the foregoing then, it is obvious that Maurras
and his friends could find much in the doctrines of Sorel to
apply to their own movement despite the fact that Sorel' s work
had been for the guidance of the extreme left rather than the
extreme right. Indeed, Maurras seems to have applied the
theories long before Sorel came into contact with him, namely,
through the transmission of Sorel' s theories into the Action
francalse by Valois, his former disciple.
Sorel' s Influence in this period . Few writers have
indicated that this was the most influential period of SorelilO)
Met this seems to be the case despite the fact that most of
10. I have found no writer thus far who flatly asserts that
this monarchist period was the most influential in the
career of Sorel, although they all agree on the fact that
he had very little influence directly on the socialist or
syndicalist movements.
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his biographers make but brief mention of this period in his
life. It was not due to any statement of Sorel himself that
112
his influence became so great on the Action francalse group,
indeed the general membership knew little about Sorel who at
no time advocated the return of the monarchy. Whatever fame
he might be said to have had only came as a result of Bourget 's
play. Sorel' s influence however, was most important at the
point where it was calculated to do most good, namely, among
the leaders. Maurras, Barr^s, Bourget, Valois, and Variot,
these were the men who knew best the work of Sorel and they
were flattered by his association with them, at the same time
benefiting from his shrewd observations on social problems and
conditions in France. They were not slow to use his name and
theories as well as whatever influence he may have had over
public opinion as the result of his popularity following the
enthusiastic reception of Bourget s drama. It is for these
reasons that this period of Sorel’ s life is here considered
the most influential in terms of actual personal prestige
and influence in a party to which he belonged.
That this should be Sorel’ s most influential period is
something of a paradox since it can be safely asserted that he
did not display the vigor and enthusiasm in this movement that
he did in his socialist and syndicalist periods. Just how he
was dra^n into the movement is in itself a problem. As already
indicated, there seems little doubt that his disciples were for
the most part responsible. It is also quite possible that
Sorel was flattered to have the recognition of men such as
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Maurras and Barres, particularly the former. Despite their
use of violence, invective, and hypocrisy, this group was in
many ways the most brilliant in France. Intellectuals and
aristocrats were numbered among their adherents and they had
ties with some of the best families of France. Since Sorel
was himself fundamentally an intellectual it is not at all sur-
prising that he should be flattered by the friendship of such
men : Leon Daudet and others were not met with under ordinary
circumstances. Indeed they represented the brilliance and hon-
or that had for centuries prior to the growth of republicanism
surrounded the best minds of France.
Pirou has tried to prove that Sorel* s moral preoccupa-
tions were the most influential factor in his association with
the monarchists. He argues that Sorel was willing to serve any
group that was capable of ushering in a new moral order in har-
mony with Sorel' s views. Indeed Pirou' s whole thesis is an
attempt to show that Sorel' s various affiliations were entered
into in the hope that in one of them he would find an agency
whereby he could put his moral reforms into effect. That this
is to some extent true cannot be denied, but it does not follow
that this was the uppermost thought in the mind of Sorel. In
the monarchist alliance it scarcely seems credible that Sorel
became associated with Maurras for the purpose of ushering in
moral reforms. Granting that some of these men did desire to
usher in a new morality to replace what they believed to be
a general condition of republican degeneracy, it was surely
obvious to Sorel that their principal aim was the restoration
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of a political and social system that had been far more degen-
erate in its day than any since that time. Sorel was too well
acquainted with the middle class to believe in the naive
moral propaganda disseminated by Maurras. It seems far more
reasonable to suppose that Sorel was drawn into the group by
the actions of his disciples coupled with a desire on his part
to associate with some of the most brilliant minds in France.
Conclusions . The most Important element of this per-
iod of Sorel’s life lies in the fact that despite the apparent
contradiction of monarchist aims with all that he had formerly
believed, this was his most Influential association of his en-
tire life, considered from the point of view of personal in-
fluence and prestige.
All of his characteristic teachings appear during this
period, this time with a nationalistic bias. Naturally his
oroletarian advice and admonitions do not appear in specific
form since he had left the syndicalist movement with the ex-
press purpose of devoting himself to other studies. However,
his pessimism, anti-democratic sentiments, anti-int ellectualism,
and his moral interests, still occupy a prominent position in
his writing of this period.
As to the paradox of his appearance in a group so con-
tradictory to his former interests, it has been suggested that
this was due to the work of his disciples coupled with a desire
on his oart to become associated with some of the brilliant
French intellectuals. It is significant that Sorel at no time
expressed a desire for the return of the monarchy thereby
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indicating that he had never entered seriously into the move-
ment sponsoring the return of the hereditary monarchy.
Finally, it was observed that despite the apparent
contradictions between the proletarian aims of Sorel and the
royalist aims of Maurras, there was a good deal of similarity
from the point of view of methods to be pursued, particularly
in regard to the method of direct action .
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CHAPTER VII
SOREL’S FINAL PERIOD
The outbreak of the World War cast a deep gloom over
s orel. It was not so much the war itself that concerned him,
he had once predicted that such a possibility was far from
being preposterous. ( 1) Nor was it the pacifist horror of war
that worried him; violence had been his theme for many years.
What troubled him most was the democratic sentiments of the
Allies. That these were merely hypocritical expressions for
the purpose of cloaking capitalist colonial and commercial
aims he was quite well aware. Indeed when most men were be-
lieving the democratic propaganda of the warring nations, Sorel
was attempting to single out the specific motives which he knew
existed in the marts and cabinets of the capitalist nations.
Bitterly anti-democratic throughout his most significant per-
iods, these pretentions of the Allies were all the more dis-
gusting in his eyes. Even the members of the Action franca is
e
had thrown in their lot with the Allies, forgetting their hat-
red of democracy in favor of their Intense nationalism. For
the most part the socialists and syndicalists had rallied to
the defense of France, so that Sorel was completely cut off
I. Sorel, RV, 110
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all his old associations; he had good cause for discouragement.
Then like a bolt out of the blue came the success of the Bol-
sheviks in Russia and the hopes and spirits of Sorel revived,
this time in favor of his first love -- the working class.
That the inspiration should come from Russia has a double sig-
nificance. First it was in Russia that revolution along the
lines laid down by Marx would be most likely not to come.
Those fatalists who had interpreted Marx in a purely mechanist-
ic fashion, had always insisted that the socialist revolution
could only come in a country where capitalist methods of pro-
duction had developed sufficiently to create a revolutionary
working class. Apparently with this in mind Sorel wrote:
On pourrait dire de Lenlne qu il veut, comrae
Pierre le Grand, forcer I'histoire. II pre'tend
introduire, en effet, dans sa patrie le socialisme
qui, suivant les maitres lee plus autorlsls^de la
social-democrat ie, ne pourrait succecler qu'a cap-
italisme tr&s deVeloppe'l . . . II ne manque q^e pas
de socialistes notables pour traiter de chimerique
I'entreprise de L<^nine.
. . .
( 2)
In the second place he seems to have been aware of the revolu-
tionary developments as early as 1916 at least, because in an
interview with Johannet he said, "Le tsar finira sur la pot-
ence."(3) It is also significant that in Lenin he saw a man
not committed to utopian dreams and he commended him on his
realistic outlook. (4)
i
i
2. Sorel, RV, 443,4
3* Pirou, GS, 48.
4. Sorel, RV, 446.
i

There are not sufficient writings of Sorel from this
period to indicate fully the complete trend of his thought.
i
However, all indications point to the fact that his most char-
acteristic doctrines were still dominant at this time. First,
i
his bitter antagonism towards democracy increased if anything,
particularly in view of the threat of Allied intervention in
Russia to restrain the Bolsheviks. (5) In his doubt concerning
whether the new Russian regime could survive there is a trace
of his old pessimism. Subsequent events revealed that the
Soviets were to resist intervention by displaying a heroism
born of a social myth, namely, the myth of the saving grace of
•Bolshevism. In his tribute to Lenin there is also a suggestion
t-hat that the latter was fulfilling the role of moral hero as
conceived by Sorel. And finally, as already observed, Sorel
turned back to the proletariat as the means whereby the new
social era he had conceived would be ushered in. One wonders
in this connection if Sorel had suddenly remembered that his
dead wife, whom he had loved so well and had been a living ex-
ample of moral integrity, was after all a member of the prolet-
ariat. In any case it is interesting to note that a tribute to
her follows his tribute to Lenin. Incidentally the tribute to
his wife brings to mind the importance he attributed to the
family in moral matters.
5. Sorel, MTP, 53.
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ICHAPTER VIII
SUMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
From the preceding chapters it is obvious that the
work of Sorel presents no outward manifestation of unity. As
traditionalist, socialist, syndicalist, monarchist, and finally
as admirer of Lenin, his associations present only a bewildering
lack of consistency.
However, a survey of his writings reveals much more
consistency than these outward manifestations. The preceding
analysis of his works has revealed two possible unifying factors
in his social philosophy, namely, his moral preoccupations and
certain fundamental ideas first expressed In his traditionalis
period.
4
It has been shown that Sorel's moral interests held a
prominent place in his thought in every period of his life.
However, there seems to have been a development in this regard.
First as traditionalist he seems to have been more concerned
with the theoretical and metaphysical aspect of morals. In his
socialist period his introduction to the Marxian conception of
history revealed to him something of the relation between econ-
omics and morality. Finally in his syndicalist period he seems
to unite the two by means of the syndicate which serve both an
economic and a moral role which appear as inseparable to Sorel.
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It has also been shown that in Sorel's traditionalist
period there appeared certain specific ideas which were later
developed in more complete fashion. These were, opposition to
scientific and rationalistic procedures in dealing with social
problems; interest in the myths of Plato; an expression of
pessimism; an anti-democratic bias; an opposition to the state;
recognition of class division; recognition of violence as an
important factor in social change; and of course his moral in-
terest as already indicated. Throughout the dissertation it
has been pointed out that these traditionalist ideas of Sorel
underwent a development during the various phases of his car-
eer, some being expressed and developed more fully in his soc-
ialist period while others were treated in his syndicalist
period. The ideas developed in his socialist stage were his
anti-intellectualism and his recognition of class division in
society. In his syndicalist stage the following ideas were
given full expression: development of the theory of social
myths; a complete expression of his pessimism; refutation of
democracy; opposition to the state; and recognition of violence
as a means of attaining socialism.
Thus it would appear that a clue to some degree of unity
in the thought of Sorel may be had by tracing back to their
source in his traditionalist period the most important social
conceptions of his social philosophy. In this way it has been
shown that these can all be found expressed in his earliest
works. This would seem to prove that he did not merely pick up
his ideas from the various organizations with which he became
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associated, but that he developed a number of ideas that had
been present in his mind from the time in which he first re-
vealed an interest in social problems, namely, his traditional-
ist period.
It will be observed above that no mention has been made
of Corel's monarchist period as one in which he developed his
ideas. This has been purposely avoided because it does not
appear that Sorel was ever a genuine monarchist, but that he
drifted into the movement largely on the basis of interpreta-
tions of his work by his disciples. Furthermore, Sorel'
s
writings of this period contain most of his most characteristic
doctrines. However, it was pointed out that in terms of real
personal influence and prestige, this ^as probably the most
important phase of Sorel' s career, also that the monarchists
found his doctrines of more value than did the syndicalists.
Sorel' s final period was likewise a sterile period in
which he created no new theories, but revived the old ones,
turning again to the proletariat as in his two most creative
periods, namely, socialist and syndicalist.
Briefly summarizing the entire dissertation it might be
said that it has been shown that the only unity apparent in the
work of Sorel is the development of a number of ideas which
may be found in germ in his earliest period.
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CONCLUSIONS
Three possible unifying factors appear in the work of
Georges Sorel which thereby becomes much more consistent.
I
Sorel’ s underlying moral preoccupations appear through-
out his entire work and undergo a development from an abstract
theoretical interest in his traditionalist period to a recogni-
tion of the influence of economics on morality in his socialist
period and finally to a concrete synthesis in his syndicalist
period in which the syndicats are regarded as the basis of both
economic and social life and moral idealism.
II
Sorel' s most characteristic doctrines may be discovered
in germ in his earliest expressions of his traditionalist per-
iod and traced through his socialist and syndicalist stages.
Some were developed in the former, others in the latter period.
Developed in his socialist period were his ideas on capitalist
class division and anti-lntellectualism. During his syndical-
ist period he developed his theory of social myths, pessimism,
anti-democracy, opposition to the state, and his justification
of violence as a means of achieving socialism.
III
Sorel' s monarchist period which is the most inconsistent
phase of his work, was one in which he was Involuntarily involv-
ed by the influence of his disciples and cannot be said to re-
present a fundamental stage of his development.
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nym B
.
)
/ /
“La science dans 1* education, “ Feb.- March, 1896.
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"La science dans 1 1 education, " Apri 1-May, 1896.
Review of Cours d'economie politique ," by V. Pareto, May, 1896.
"L* idealisme de M. Brunetiere," June, 1896. (under pseudonym
G. David )
/ /
Review of Le mouvement ideal iste et la reaction contre la
science oosltlvlste . by M. Foulllee. July, 189^.
"Les sentiments sociaux," Aug.- Sept., 1896, (under pseudonym
X)
Review of Del Materialising storlco. Delucldazlone prellmln -
are . by A. Labriola. Aug.- Sept., 1896.
"Annales de l’institut international de sociologle, " Sept.,
1896.
"L’/conomle sociale catholique," Oct., 1396. (under the pseu-
donym B.
)
/
"Etude sur Vico," Oct., 1896. (runs from Oct.^o Dec.)
"La depression economique, " Nov., 1896. (under the pseudonym F)
"Contre une critique anarchiste," May, 1897. (under the pseudo-
nym H
.
)
"La science de la population," Feb., 1897.
/
Review of L'economle de 1* effort , by Yves Guyot, Feb., 1897.
Review of Le mouvement oosltlvlste et la conception soclo -
logjque du monde . by Fouille. Feb., 1897.
Review of II gorgo nei normall. nel deglneralt e nel crimin-
al! . by A. Nocefero. Feb.
,
1897.
,
/
Review of Cours d economle politique , by V. Pareto, May, 1897k
"La loi des revenus," July, 1897.
"Sociologle de la suggestion," Aug.- Sept., 1897. (under the
pseudonym X.
)
Revue doctrinale. Pro e contro il socialising, by Merlino.
Oct., 1897.
M Une lettre de Sorel, H Nov.- Dec., 1897.
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Sre nouvell e:
"L'ancienne et la nouvelle metaphysique," March - June, 189^.
'*La fin du paganisme," Aug.- Oct., 189^.
/
Huraanlte nouvelle :
"L'avenir socialistes des syndicats," 1898.
Quelques objections au materlalisme economique, 1899.
L 1 Independence : (The volumes of this periodical are arranged as
follows: Vol.I, 1910; Vol.2, 1911; Vol.III,
1912)
"Le monument de Jules Ferry, 1 ’ 1910.
Review of L 1 antipragmatisms , by Albert Schinz. 1910.
\ /
Review of Le chrlstlanisme a la crolssee des chemlns . by
Tyrrel. 1910.
"L 1 abandon de la revanche," Vol.I, 71ff.
"Lyripipii Sorbonlci moralisationes , " Vol.I, lllff.
(on L* esprit de la nouvelle Sorbonne by A^athon )
/
On Les responsibllltes des 1870 . by Emile Ollivier.
Vol.I, llbff.
On La phllosophle de M. Bergson , an article by Pierre
Lasserre. Vol.I, 190ff.
On L* Qtage . by Paul Glodel. Vol.I, 391ff.
"Le modernisme religieux: Si les dogmes evoluent," Vol.2,
33ff
.
\ /
"A la memoire de Cournot," Vol.2, 97ff.
On Le reglonallsme by M.Ch. Brun. Vol.2, l66ff.
"Trots problemes," Dec. I and 15, 1911.
"Quelques pretentions Julves," Vol.3, 2l6ff.
"D'un ecrivaln proletaire: Lucien Jean," Vol.3, March, 1912.
"Sur la raagie moderne," Sept., 1911.
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"Un critique de sociologues , " Oct., 1911.
"Jrbain Gohiers," Jan., 1912.
'’La rivolta ideale," April 15, 1912.
"Aux temps dreyfusiens, " Oct., 1912.
/
J oumal des economistes :
"Sur la theorie marxiste de la valeur," May, 1897.
Le mouvement socialiste :
"Les industries monopolisees aux Etats-Unis , " Jan. 15, 1899.
"Le socialisme et la Revolution francaise " Feb. I, 1899.
j>
’’Morale et socialisme," March I, 1899.
"La participations aux benefices," May 15, 1899.
"L‘ economic social a l’ exposition," Nov. I, 1900.
"Conseils du travail et paix sociale," Jan. I, 1901.
"Jean Coste," Sept. I, 1901.
Review of La oroorlete fonclere en Belgique . Oct. 15, 1901.
"Conclusion aux ’ Enseignements sociaux de l’economie mod-
erne’" Julyl, 1905.
"Notes additionnelles a l’avenir socialiste des svndlcats .
I - L* esprit petit bourgeois; 2 - La mutualite," Sept. 1905.
"Le syndicalisme revolutionnaire, " Nov. I - 15, 1905.
"Reflexions sur la violence," Jan. 15, 1906.
"Les pr/juges contre la violence," Feb. 15, 1906.
"Le declin du parti socialiste international," March 15,1906.
"La greve generale proletarlenne," March 15 and April 15,
1906. "La greve generale politique"
"Les droits acquis de Lassalle," April 15, 1906.
"La moralite
7
de la violence," "La morale des producteurs ,
"
May - June, 1906.
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Review of Grandeur et decadence de Rome . July, 1906.
\
"Les illusions du progres, Aug.- Nov., 1906.
"Le caractere religieux du socialisrae, " Nov., 1906.
“Les theories modernes du progres," Dec., 1906.
\
,
/
Review of Contribution a 1 etude du soclalisme francais . by
H. Bourgin. Dec.
,
1906. *
On Dilemme de Marc Sandier , by Ch. Maurras. Jan., 1907.
"Antoine et Cleopatre;" a review of Ferrero's G-randeur et
decadence de Rome. Feb., 1907.
"Le pretendu socialisme Juridique," April, 1907.
Review of 3ur les cahiers de leunesse by Renan. May, 1907.
On L’annee sociologioue . by M. Bougie. May, 1907.
"J.J. Rousseau," June, 1907.
"La crise morale et religieuse," July, 1907.
On Commandement et obelssance . by Donop. July, 1907.
On Brunet iere, July, 1907.
7 /
On Le svsteme politique d auguste Comte by L. de Montes-
qulou. July, 1907.
"Lettre a Daniel Halevy," Aug.- Sept., 1907.
On Questions actuels by Brunetlere. Sept., 1907.
"L'evolution cre'atrice," Oct., 1907, and Jan.- April, 1908.
"La politique americaine, " June, 1908.
"Grandeur et decadence de Rome. La Republique d* Auguste,"
July, 1908.
\ \
"Les intellectuels a Athenes," Sept., 1908.
Pages Llbres t
"Les greves de Montceau-les-Mines et leur signification,"
March 2, 1901.
"Proudhon," May 4, 1901.
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Internationale <3e soclologie :
.. /
,
/
Les polemiques pour 1 interpretation du raarxisme, Bernstein
et Kautsky," April - May, 1900.
Revue phllosoohloue :
"Sur les applications de la psycho-physique," 1886.
"Le calcul des probabilites et l' experience, " 1887.
Correspondence -- "La psycho-physique," 1888.
"La cause en physique," 1888.
"Esthetique et psycho-physique," 1890.
"Contributions psycho-physique a 1* etude esthetique," 1890.
"Sur la getmetrie non euclidienne, " 1891.
/
"Essal sur la philosophie de Proudhon," 1892.
Letter to the Director on Le soclallsme allemand . by
H. Bourdeau. 1893.
Revue de metaohvsique et de moral :
"Y a-t-il une utopie dans le marxisme?", 1899.
"L'ethique du soclallsme," 1899.
"Le systems des matheraatiques , " 1900.
"La valeur sociale de l‘art," 1901.
"La crise de la pensee catholique," 1902.
"Les divers aspects de la metanique," 1903.
"Les preoccupations metaphysiques des physiclens modernes,"
1905.
"La religion aujourd' hui," 1909.
"Vues sur les problemes de la philosophie," 1910.
"Vues sur les problemes de la philosophie," 1911.
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Revue politique et parlementalre :
"La crise du socialisme," Dec., 1898.
"Les dissensions de la social-democratie allemande," July,
1900.
La science sodale :
"Les divers types de societes cooperatives," Sept., 1899.
"Les greves. Les theories contraries par les faits," Oct.
and Nov., 1900.
Revue sclentlflque :
"La bonne raarche des locomotives a grande allure," Dec. 9,
1893.
"Le mouvement de la vole des chemins de fer," May 24, 1894.
"Evolution moderne de 1* architecture, " May 25, 1895.
Revue soclallste :
"Les aspects Juridiques du socialisme," Oct.- Nov., 1900.
/
"Economle et agriculture," March - April, 1901.
/ /
"L'Eglise et l'Etat," Aug.- Oct., 1901.
Idees socialistes et faits economiques au XIX siecle,
March - May, 1902.
"Les syndicats industriels et leur signification," July - Aug
1902.
Spylallstlsche Monatshefte :
"Die Entwickelung des Kapitalismus, " Oct., 1897.
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Articles in the Italian Reviews
Glomale d egll Economisti:
"Nuovi contributl alia teoria marxistlca del valor," July,
1898.
R lfortna Sociale :
"La necessita e il fatalismo nel marxismo, Aug., 1893.
"L* evoluzione del Socialismo in Francla," June, 1899.
"Costruzione del sistema della storia secondo Marx," July,
1900.
Rlvlsta Itallana dl S ocloloKla ;
"Marxismo e sclenza sociale," Jan., 1899.
"Storia e scienze sociali," March - June, 1902.
Rlvista dl Storia e Fllosoohla del Dlrltto :
"Le idee giuridlche nel marxismo," (?).
Scuola Posltlva :
"II giuri e la crisi del diritto penale," Dec., 1898.
Archlvio di Pslchlatrla . Scienze ed Antroooloftla Crlminale :
"La psychologie du Juge," Vol.15.
"Theories pe^ales de M.M. Durkheim et Tarde," Vol.l6.
Rlvlsta crltlca del Socialismo :
"Dove va il Marxismo?" Jan., 1899.
"Dommatismo e pratica," March, 1899.
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"Chiesa, Vangelo et Socialismo," April - May, 1899.
"La scissions socialista in Francla in rapporto colla teoria
socialista," Oct.- Dec; or Oct. and Dec.; or Oct., 1899.
"Democrazia e Socialismo, " Oct. and Dec., 1899.
Rivlsta Pooolare :
Quelques articles
Divenlre Sociale :
In 1905-1906 a number of articles brought together under
the title, Lo sclooero ^enerale et la vlolenza . with a
preface by Enrico Leone. This was the first form of the
Reflexions sur la violence .
"II tramonto del partito socialista internazionale, " Jan.,
1906. In Mouvement soclallste . Feb.
,
1906.
"La storia ebraica ed il materialismo storico," May, 1906.
"L’unita del reformisti e dei rivoluzionari tradlzionali,
"
Aug. 16, 1906.
"Aproposito del congresso di Roma," 0ct.l6, 1906.
"L* organizzazlone della democrazia," Nov.l6, 1906.
"I Cattolici contro la Chiesa," Dec.l6, 1906.
"Le idee di liberta," June I, 1907.
"Modernismo nella religione e nel socialismo," Nov.l6, 1907.
"Morale e socialismo," May I, 1908.
"La de cadenza parlamentare , " May 16, 1908.
"La disfatta del mufli," July 16, 1909.
"La Russia e Clemenceau, " Aug., 1909.
"I dolori dell' ora presente," 0ct.l6, 1909.
"La maturita del movimento sindacale," Dec.l6, 1909.
"G-li Intelletuall contro gli operari," Dec. 31, 1909.
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"Evoluzione e decadenza, " Dec., 1909 - March, 1910. These
articles have been collected for the appendix to the second
edition of Illusions du progr^s .
"Confession!," March - May, 1910.
"L' opera de Luciano Jean," June I, 1910. Republished In
L 1 Independance . March I, 1912.
"Gli Ebrei,"(?) This is a first draft of "Quelques preten-
tions juives," in L f Independance . May - June, 1912.
Rassegna Contemporanea :
"Les democraties antiques," published in Italian in this
review in Nov., 1911.
Note:
,
Decomposition du marxlsme : La revolution drevfuslenne : and
the preface to Oblectlfs de nos luttes de classes : were all
published by Dlvenire Sociale .
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APPENDIX
j
SOME GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
This chapter is intended to call attention to some im-
portant considerations contained in the dissertation which do
not however relate directly to the conclusions, but which are
nevertheless deserving of attention. These have been mentioned
in the body of the dissertation at different places, but it is
deemed advisable to bring them together within the compass of
a single chapter.
The concept of revolution in Sorel . Too frequently the
revolutionary element in Sorel* s social philosophy is minimized
in consideration of the fact that it was motivated in part by
moral interests: he desired a moral revolution above all else
it has been often stated. Undoubtedly Sorel* s moral preoccupa-
tions were closely related to his thoughts concerning political
and social revolution, but there is ample proof to show that
the Marxian concept of a complete overthrow of capitalist soc-
iety, by violence or otherwise, involved much more for Sorel
than moral regeneration for itself. He apparently regarded
the thesis of historical materialism concerning the revolution-!
ary role of the working class as perfectly sound, since both as
socialist and syndicalist, particularly the latter, this was
the central theme of his writings. He first of all recognized
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that Marx was correct in his diagnosis of capitalist society-
before making his own modifications which he was always care-
ful to justify on the basis of Marx himself. Even in his soc-
ialist period in which he seems to have adopted the democratic
method of attaining socialism, he constantly referred to the
proposed socialist changes in the social system as revolution-
ary. The change that occurred during his syndicalist period
was in the direction of a more realistic conception of revolu-
tion. His criticism of Jaures and his colleagues was based
on the charge that they no longer believed in the revolution-
ary role of the working class. Thus while Sorel did not be-
lieve in social revolution as a mere mechanical process nor yet
as a sudden armed uprising, it can scarcely be denied that he
did firmly believe that a real revolution on the part of the
workers was in the offing.
Relation to Marx and Proudhon . Many have felt that
Sorel was more closely related to Proudhon than to Marx. While
this problem has not been treated in this dissertation, since
it is a major problem in the work of Sorel and deserves separ-
ate treatment, it has been assumed herein that he stood much
closer to Marx than to Proudhon. In his moral Interpretation
of the materialist conception of history, usually considered
his most radical departure from Marx, he is not slow to point
out that his interpretation is perfectly harmonious with Marx.
He always insisted that Marx had left room for the exercise of
the free human spirit. And if he chided Marx for his neglect
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of the family, he was equally vociferous in asserting that mor-
al considerations were to be found on every page of Das Kaoltal.
Sorel's classification of society in terms of the ec-
onomic role of capitalists and proletariat and the struggle
that results therefrom was essentially a Marxian concept.
Most important of all is the fact that his most origin-
al conception, namely, his theory of social myths, seems to
have owed much to Marx.
Finally, for Sorel, syndicalism was to be regarded as
the completion of the work of Marx. He believed that he was
simply continuin the work of Marx in the light of new condi-
tions, namely, the rise and rapid growth of the syndicats.
Sorel's pessimism . The pessimism of Sorel was actually
a hidden optimism. The pessimism that he professed was really
a stimulant to action, a stimulant to the achievement of an
optimistic goal as aotly illustrated in regard to the Roman
Catholic Church. He argued that the latter was pessimistic in-
sofar as it believed itself to be engaged in a titanic struggle
with the forces of evil which required tremendous effort on the
part of the church and her members to secure a victory in any
ultimate sense. However, the optimism of the church consisted
of the confidence that Christ was on its side and that in the
end goodness and Justice would triumph. However, the imagery
of a gigantic struggle the result of which seemed to be in
doubt at the particular moments of its history, called forth
the moral heroism of all Christians. This was essentially a
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pessimism of action rather than a pessimism in a complete meta-
physical sense. It was a dramatization of limiting conditions.
Applied to the revolutionary working class, the pessimistic
element consisted of the tremendous opposition that capitalism
could throw into the field of battle, which, in turn, called
forth the moral heroism of the proletariat. From the optimist-
ic side however, there was never any doubt as to the final out-
come. Victory might not take place for years, indeed the gen-
eral strike might not occur at all, but the lure of the latter
would so stimulate the workers as to render them invincible
and insure ultimate triumph. An example of pessimism in the
service of optimism.
Sorel and the Monarchists . The chief difficulty in the
way of consistency in Sorel' s life and work ha3 always been the
disconcerting nature of his third party alliance, namely, with
the monarchist group of Charles Maurras. The dissertation has
tried to show that actually Sorel was drawn into this group
largely on the basis of the committments of his disciples and
that actually he never did become a thoroughgoing monarchist
since he never advocated the return of the hereditary monarchy
in France. It has also been argued herein that the most in-
fluential period of Sorel' s life, in terms of personal influ-
ence, was this monarchist period, inconsistent as it may seem
when compared to his socialist and syndicalist associations.
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Sorel s criticism of the social sciences. Sorel s crit-
ique of the social sciences has sometimes been pointed out as
one of his weakest theoretical constructions, however, this
point of view overlooks the fact that Sorel' s criticisms were
hurled at a too confident rationalism in social science which
erred in two ways. First in expecting the same high degree of
accuracy in the social sciences as in the field of the physical
sciences. Second, in generating a false optimism that often
issued in the theory of the lnevitabilty of social progress.
In both of these however, Sorel seems merely to have pointed
out elements of social science that have since become clearly
recognized. Few reputable social scientists today would vent-
to express belief in the inevitability of social progress, and
Pareto has pointed out the importance of irrational elements
in social process which render it difficult to regard the soc-
ial sciences as in any way comparable to the physical sciences
in terms of accurate results.
Sorel ' s theory of social myths . So frequently is the
name of Sorel connected with his social myth theory that it
might appear that this was the most influential phase of his
work as a whole. Contrary to expectations this does not seem
to be true at all. Neither the socialists nor the syndicalists
appear to have given much consideration to the theory. Nor
have his two most practical interpreters, Maurras and Benito
Mussolini, given any verbal appreciation of it. Both may have
used the theory in putting their programs before the public.
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Thus Mussolini may have had this theory in mind when campaign-
ing in terms of inciting speeches characterized by an imagery
somewhat analagous to the imagery of the myths, but he makes no
specific mention of the theory. This is equally true in the
case of Maurras. It was the method of direct action that both
these leaders considered most important in Sorel.
Sorel as Communist or Fascist ? Perhaps the greatest
interest that attaches to the work of Sorel today is the quest-
ion concerning his relations to the new social and economic
developments exhibited in both Fascism and Communism. The rise
of both of these certainly give an added interest to his work
' and tends to eliminate the older problem concerning his rela-
tionship to socialism and syndicalism. That the doctrines of
Sorel are applicable in many ways to either Communism or Fascfem
is undoubtedly true. Direct action, hatred of democracy, dom-
ination by powerful myths, recognition of the antagonism of
capitalist class relations, the role of violence, and economic
and moral reforms, are all features that can be very neatly
fitted into the background of either Communism or Fascism.
However, there are several points in Sorel' s work that do not
find acceptance in either Communism or Fascism. While Fascism
rests on a frank avowal of the complete and final Jurisdiction
of the state in every branch of its relations. Communism, on
the other hand, professes to be moving in the direction of the
destruction of state power towards a complete democracy. Sorel
would have found fault with both these programs.
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In regard to patriotism. Fascism stands for the most
exalted type while Communism theoretically professes to be anti-
'
patriotic. Sorel expressed both at different times, but in the
light of his most creative periods he was essentially anti-pat-
riotic.
Despite the applicability of many of Sorel' s theories,
in part at least, to both Communism and Fascism, there seems
little doubt that he would have expressed disapproval of the
interpretation put on his work by Mussolini. In his most def-
initive periods, namely, socialist and syndicalist, Sorel s
work was essentially devoted to working class emancipation, his
monarchist relations never carried the same degree of fervor
and intensity as his socialist and syndicalist relations, and
it is significant that in his final period it was to the work-
ing class that he again turned his hopes. Unless one believes
that Fascism is a step in working class emancipation, it is
difficult to visualize it as receiving the support of Sorel.
Fascism undoubtedly represents a solution of workers problems
too far removed from the doctrines of Marx and -Proudhon to have
ever been acceptable to Sorel. While Fascism may represent an
application of some of Sorel s theories it can scarcely be said
to represent his social Ideals. In any case, the rise of two
such contradictory movements and in many ways in such irration-
al fashicr; is perhaps an apt illustration of Sorel* s Intuition
of the two paths leading to a solution of the problems of mod-
em industrial capitalism. It might also prove to be illustrat-
ive of the unpredictable nature of history. Certainly there is
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little evidence on which to base accurate predictions consern-
ing the future development of Fascism, Communism, or democracy.
Concerning the originality of Sprel* s work . Despite
the fact that most of Sorel's ideas may be found in germ in
his traditionalist period, it is nevertheless true that he found
many of his fundamental conceptions already formed by others.
Direct action, class struggle involving the revolutionary role
of the proletariat, opposition to democracy and to the state,
the use of violence, all of these were ideas current long be-
fore Sorel expressed them. Felloutler in particular, held
most of the typically Sorelian ideas before the latter* s treat-
ment of them. Fven his theory of social myths, usually con-
sidered his most original creation, was founded In part on the
basis of the social dichotomy of Marx. However, Sorel's unique
treatment was Indeed original. Thus it would seem that only
the development of the theory of social myths and his peculiar
interpretation of pessimism were truly original with him. It
might be said that his moral interpretation of historical mat-
erialism was also an original conception. However, others had
recognized the need for such an interpretation and carried out
the same along different lines than Sorel.
Regardless of the facts Just stated concerning Sorel's
originality, it must also be recognized that all of these
ideas took on a new interest and importance as a result of his
unique presentation and interpretations.
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Some criticisms of Sorel . In view of the subject of
148
this dissertation it must be said first of all that the lack of
any synthetic element in the work of Sorel is one of the chief
criticisms to be urged against him. Nowhere does he attempt to
bring all of his writings into a synthetic whole and seldom
does he call attention to earlier remarks of his on a subject.
The one oustanding exception to this is that found in his syn-
dicalist period in which he calls attention to the reasons that
prompted him to leave the socialist ranks and turn to syndical-
ism as the proper interpretation of Marxism.
Two other features of his work deserving of criticism
are the obscurity and invective of it. The obscurity is for
the most part the result of the introduction of the most div-
erse subject matter during the discussion of a single topic.
This is by no means lightened by his circuitous way of express-
ing his ideas. For his invective there seems to be no excuse
except his emotional temDerament.
It must also be urged against him that he failed for
the most part to harmonize his theoretical work with the actual-
ities of the social world. Both as socialist and syndicalist
he failed completely to understand the realistic conditions of
working class actualities. The result was that his influence
in both these movements was very small indeed.
He is also to be criticized at several points in regard
to the self-consistency of his argumants. Frequently he seems
to be carried away by the strength of his own convictions and
overlooks the obvious weaknesses of his arguments. This is most
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obvious in his treatment of the materialist conception of
history. Sorel's arguments concerning the moral aspects of
this Marxian doctrine are by no means convincing, yet he goes
straight ahead with his interpretation as though there were no
doubt whatever concerning the validity of his arguments. Un-
doubtedly he believed he had moralized the doctrine of histor-
ical materialism, yet his arguments are quite unconvincing.
Finally, it might be said that Sorel's dislike for the
professional scholars coupled with his rather narrow working
class interests, prevented his theories from receiving a much
wider application than he was able to give them. Thus in con-
nection with his doctrine of myths which was capable of very
wide application in the field of history, he restricted it for
the most part to working class history and development. The
application of the myth theory to religious history was really
by way of preparation ofthe complete doctrine which once com-
pleted was restricted to working class history. Recognition of
the fundamental impartiality of most scholars might have been
the means of urging him to give this and other theories a much
broader application.
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I AUTOBIOGRAPHY
I was born in Paisley, Scotland, June 26, 1906 and
attended the grade school in Linwood, near Paisley, from 1911
until 1916. In the latter year I entered the John Neilson
Institution in Paisley and graduated from there in 1920. The
latter institution is similar to the American High School, but
privately endowed. I came to the United States in 1924 and
made my home in Everett, Washington, along with my parents.
After several years work as a clerk I entered the College of
Puget Sound in Tacoma, Washington, in 1928 and graduated from
there in 1932 with an A.B. degree. My major field was in
philosophy and social science my minor. In the Fall of 1932 I
came to Boston and entered Boston University from which school
I graduated in 1935 with the degree of S.T.B. That same year
I enrolled in the Graduate School of Boston University as a
candidate for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
In 1934 I married and some time later became a natural-
ized citizen of the United States.
The only professional duties I have assumed since coming
to Boston were as follows: Pastor of the Quincy Labor Church;
director of Men’s Class in Eliot Congregational Church, Roxbury;
assistant to various socialist organizers; reader for professors
Earl B. Marlatt and David D. Vaug
of Theology.
f Boston University School
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